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zThis thesis describes a theoretical and experimental 
investigation of the adiabatic flow of evaporating fluids in 
pipes• The theory is developed from the assumptions usually
made in the subject of fluid flow, and is tested by experiments
with water and also with freon 12.
Prom a review of previous papers relating to the 
subject two main points emerge.
(1) An evaporating fluid, depending on the conditions, may 
conform to any one of a variety of flow mechanisms.
(2) The liquid and. vapour components may flow with 
different mean velocities.
Appropriate theory is developed for three flow forms 
which are known to occur and which probably cover the majority 
of practical cases. These modes of flow are characterised 
as (a) annular, (b) separated and (c) frothing.
In the first two forms relative motion between phases
occurs, but in the last is prevented by a liquid network main­
tained by surface tension forces.
The theory for annular flow shows that the relative
velocity factor (ratio of mean vapour to mean liquid velocity) 
is a function of the thermodynamic properties of the fluid and 
also of the interface velocity ratio (ratio of moan velocity a 
interface to mean liquid velocity). This latter is the only 
empirical quantity influencing the relative velocity factor: 
its value must be near to, but not less than unity.
In sonarated flow the relative velocity .haotor is 
also affectod by the w all shearing force act any on the vs. an nr 
phase.
Since there is no relative motion between phases 
rrith frothing floa, standard thermodynamic theory is applicant 
provided surface energy may be neglected.
Critical• outlet conditions readily occur with 
evaporating flow because of the high rates of volume Increase 
with pressure drop. The equations which express the relative 
velocity factor throughout an expansion also provide the 
criterion for the prediction of critical outlet conditions.
For annular and separated flows these are Identical.
Critical pressure ratios for frothing flow are much 
smaller than for a corresponding flow with relative notion.
Critical outlet temperature and pressure charts for 
water and for freon 12 have been prepared and are given In the 
text.
The main water tests were made on a tube of 0.1285'* 
bore, a few preliminary tests being carried out on a tube of 
.060w bore. By'measuring fluid momentum at the tube outlet 
an experimental determination was obtained of the relative 
velocity factors. Temperature and pressure measurements were 
madd throughout the expansion and the technique adopted for 
these are fully described. Visual evidence of the f 1 or; form 
was obtained by photographing the fluid as It left the tubo.
Both observation and analysis confirm that the flow 
form adopted by the evaporating prater Is of the annular lu^ re
f.'iig th eorotioal and 'measurGb values of relative velocity 
•factors and critical cutlet conditions are in goad agreement „ 
Bxnorimental data on critical outlet conditions obtained prev­
iously by Burnell on pipes of J :* to lfif bore, also show 
agreement with tho theory.
Friction factors associated with the annular flow of 
evaporating water were investigated and a method of correla­
tion is proposed. The wall shearing force is'found to be a 
function of liquid velocity and density, the friction factor 
being dependent on a Reynold’s number.
The freon 12 experiments were carried out on a snail 
refrigerator test unit of a standard type, tests being made 
on tubes of .042n and .060’* bore. Precautions were taken to 
prevent frosting on the capillary tube.
Critical outlet data showed conclusively that tho 
flow form in this case was of the frothing type. This had 
been assumed by some previous investigators but had never been 
proved.
The fact that freon 12 adopts the frothing flow form 
is consistent with the general theoretical development.
The question of friction factors for frothing flow is 
discussed but no attempt at a complete investigation could be 
made because of the extensive nature of the experimental work 
required.
The factors affecting the occurrence of the various 
flow mechanisms are given qualitative discussion.
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s. Refers to expansion at saturated condition.
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The present investigation was initiated with the 
intention of making an examination of the flow of refrigerant 
fluids through a ,}capillary tube restrictor". This device 
is simply a length of small bore copper tubing used for the 
purpose of metering refrigerant from the high to the low 
pressure side of a refrigerator. Its■advantages in terms of 
economy and reliability have made its application universal 
in the modern mass-produced hermetic refrigerator unit.
Figure 1, is a diagrammatic arrangement of the usual 
set-up of this kind. The capillary tube is in metallic con­
tact with the suction line over a length of four feet or more, 
the purpose of this being to increase the capacity of the unit. 
The unattached length of tubing is always at the low-pressure 
end. Thus, the refrigerant in a balanced circuit enters the 
capillary tube as a liquid, is cooled externally by the suction 
vapour returning to the compressor, and commences to evaporate 
at the point where the fluid pressure becomes equal to the 
liquid saturation pressure. The subsequent evaporating flow 
is almost adiabatic, a small amount of heat being supplied from 
the atmosphere. Figure 2, shows typical pressure and temper­
ature variations of the refrigerant as it flows through a 
capillary tube restrictor in an actual unit.
From this brief description it is clear that the 
essential problem consisted of finding or developing an 
appropriate theory of evaporating fluid flow in uniform pipes
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and verifying this by suitable experiment .
a general survey of the literature relevant to 
evaporating fluid flow in pipes revealed that, despite the 
occurrence of the phenomenon in many fields of engineering, 
approaches to the problem had hitherto been of an empirical 
nature and usually of a type appropriate to some particular prob­
lem of interest to the individual investigator. This was 
particularly so in the case of the capillary tube restrictor.
It was decided as a consequence that the present need 
was for a more fundamental approach and that little purpose 
could be served by adding to the already excellent empirical 
data on the subject of capillary tubes. By extending the scope 
of the investigation to include theory and experiments relevant 
to the flow through pipes of evaporating fluids in general not 
only would the value of the work be enhanced, but the problem 
would be rendered more approachable in that experiments could be 
designed to suit fundamental requirements rather than to over­
come difficulties peculiar to refrigeration units.
The scope of the investigation Is therefore adequately 
described by the title of the thesis as 1 The Adiabatic Plow 
of Evaporating Fluids in Pipes".
Whilst the more general non-adiabatic type of flow is 
of greater practical importance, it was only by limiting the 
investigation to the adiabatic case that problem could bo kept 
within manageable limits.
PART I.
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK.
11
ili-Li '/ J_ Jj..‘ Of i" Xt-iLl V.L U U • OX iv. *
The papers reviev/ed are divided into three groups
(1) On the capillary tube-restrictor.
(2) On the evaporating flow of water.
(o) On the co-current flow of gas-liquid mixtures.
Subsequent sections of this thesis are relatively In­
dependent of existing literature on the subject because of 
differing methods of approach favoured by previous investigators. 
A survey of the present sources of knowledge is nevertheless a. 
necessary preliminary to further discussion and it was decided 
that this object could best be served by summarising all relevant 
papers in chronological order, rather than by presenting a 
selective review.
nG-iicr? i. RlOTuR ,
"Theory and Use of a Capillary Tube for Liquid 
Refrigerant Control", by L •A • Staebler. (Refrigerating 
Engineering, January 1948.)
Prom the point of view of the refrigerator-designer 
this paper is perhaps the most suitable. It provides a. lucid 
description of the aims and technique of design together with 
useful empirical data relating tube bore and length to com­
pressor horse-power, and condensing and evaporating temperatures. 
It also emphasises that this data Is for guidance only and that 
each new design must be submitted to extensive practical testing 
before being accepted as satisfactory. Nothing that has since 
been published alters this Important conclusion. ' Indeed, the 
variability of oil circulation and heat exchange with different 
units under varying conditions makes It seem likely that this 
will always be so no matter how much detailed Information becomes 
available in the future.
The theory provided is entirely qualitative, dealing 
in trends rather than in mathematical relationships.
Staebler Introduces the idea of the capacity balance 
characteristic. - The restrictor is a non-adjustable metering 
device and as a consequence condensing and evaporating tow;:: ora - 
tun os are uniquely related for a given unit on era tins: at Its 
fixed speed and containing a specific charge. The character­
istic is tho curve relating these temperatures. It is obtained
CL­
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characteristic
'Application and Characteristics of Capillary
1948.)
Lathrop goes over again some of the ground covered by
Staebler, devoting a considerable part of his article to ex­
plaining in simple terms the purpose and operation of the 
restrictor.
curve for a given unit by plotting compressor circulation 
capacity and tube circulation capacity to the same base; in his 
case, suction pressure. The intersection of corresponding 
lines provides balance points.
As an aid to adjustment of capillary tube length and 
bore Lathrop proposes the following relationships. If D  , L , 
A P  represent tube length, bore and overall pressure drop,
ships are very rough. Lathrop emphasizes the important and at 
the same time unpredictable effects of heat exchange on circula-
He introduces the Idea of obtaining a character!stic
then mass flow varies as These relation-
tion rate. The difficulty lies in the estimation of the heat
exchange quantity
hoory and Use of the Capillary rube £xpans±on 
Device %  by h. 11. Balstad and ii. 0. Jordan• (delrigerauing 
Eneineering, December 1948 and June 1949. )
This paper appeared in two parts. The authors 
developed standard thermodynamic theory in the first part and. 
applied it to provide a method of calculating tube length and 
bore for a required set of conditions. Their method is, in 
effect, that proposed by Fanno•in 1904 for compressible fluids 
flowing in pipes of uniform bore.
Bolstad and Jordan draw attention to the experimental 
determined fact that mass circulation in a refrigerator unit 
employing a restrictor is almost independent of evaporator 
pressure except in so far as it affects the heat exchange rate 
between the capillary tube and the suction line. They also 
found experimentally that using an oil separator in their 
experimental unit resulted in a reduction in the measured mass 
circulation.
The second part of this paper showed a marked change 
in the policy of its authors in that the theoretical aporoach 
was discarded as being of little practical value and an empiric 
approach proposed in its stead.
This empirical approach was based on the idea that th 
mass flow of freon 12 through a particular capillary tube could 
be expressed as a function only of inlet pressure and initial 
evaporator temperature, referred to by them as the bubble joint 
temperature. On this basis they presented a series of muwhs
l€
of vdw.cb diyure 4 is an example, providing: guj.dw.nco do the 
designers of c .plllary tube reatrfetors.
Bolstad and Jordan .fail to. nano it clear that their 
empirical rationalisation is dependent on their experimentul 
observation that mass floe/ is largely independent of e van or at or 
pressure. They note that the method is also dependent on the 
fact that variation in liquid viscosity, and hence in friction 
factor, over the temperature range encountered, is srris.ll.
The chief reasons adduced by these authors for dis­
carding the theoretical approach were tediousness and inucc'uracy, 
the latter resulting from the fact that entropy values quoted 
in tables are only given to five figures.
It is not desired to go into detail which is irrelevant 
to the main theme of this report but it is noted that both of 
these defects could have been alleviated by the construction of 
a pressure-enthalpy chart with constant entropy linos. The 
construction of ..such a chart for the wet field Is relatively 
simple because of the unique relationship., between temporuow.ro 
and pressure.
This development would not, of course, have rendered 
Staebler * s conclusion on the necessity for practical testing 
Invalid, a conclusion which Is re-iterated by bolstad and 
Jordan*
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‘'pressure Drop and Change of Phase in a Capillary 
3. F. Farcy. (Refrigerating Engineering., Januar
1949.)
Marcy proposes a method of caluulating pressure drop
during evaporating flow through a capillary tube which is based
on the Standard Fanning equation. Friction factors are based 
on a Reynold’s number, the viscosity quantity being that 
appropriate to the liquid phase. His justification for this is 
the correlation of a set of four results, two on freon 12, and 
two on sulphur dioxide.
He ignores the effects of fluid momentum variation 
during expansion, thereby rendering, his paper meaningless.
"Capillary Tubes: A Guide to Their Application on
Freon 12 Hermetic Condensing Units1', by L. A. Stabler.
i
(Refrigerating Engineering, January, 1950.
This paper is a condensed re-statement of Stabler’s 
earlier paper published in Refrigerating Engineering, January- 
1948. It was published as a contribution to a series of papers 
on the design of refrigerators under the general title of 
"Application Data".
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An important critic!sin of all of the forego!nr: 
panors is that none took note of the important and fundaments. 1 
question of the flow form adopted by the fluid during two phase 
flow. In the papers proposing some form of relationship 
between variables it was assumed without question that vapour 
and liquid flowed with a common velocity at all stages in tho 
expansion.
It will be shown in a later section that this happens 
to be the case for freon 12 but it will also be shown that this 
is not a supposition which could be accepted without experimental
v
proof.
GROUP II. ON TEE FLOW OF EVAPORATING WATER.
nThe Flow of Boiling Water Through Orifices and Pipes” 
by W.T. Bottomley. (N.E.C. Inst, of E. & S. Vol. LIII 1936-7)e
The greater part of Bottomley*s paper is concerned 
with flow through orifices. He. shows that in this case the 
water can exist in the liquid state in a meta-stable condition 
during expansion through the orifice, thereby allowing a much 
greater mass flow than predicted by Thermodynamic theory.
In contrast to this he finds that the flow of evaporat­
ing water through pipes is in accord with standard theory and 
the assumption of thermodynamic stability.
His experimental data was obtained by measuring the 
pressure distribution along a 100 feet length of pipe in Barking 
B Power Station. The mass flow was 260 lbs/ft.^sec 
initial pressure 38 lbs/in ^abs and outlet pressure 22 lbs/in 2 
abs. Using a value for friction factor of .012 he finds that 
the predicted pressure distribution is in close accord with 
measured values. The lew value friction factor was attributed 
to the high velocity of flow.
He also draws attention to the existence of a critical 
outlet pressure at the tube exit and finds that here again expe> 
imental data are in accord with standard theory.
These considerations lead Bottomley to assume that tl© 
liquid and vapour components of the water flow with a common 
velocity during expansion in a pipe, and that the fluid is in
X L
ho rmocLynanic equilibrium all stages
uFlow of Boiling "later Through Nozzles, Orifices, 
and Pipes”, by J. G-. Burnell. (Engineering, December 1947.)
Burnell carried out experiments on the flow of 
boiling water through nozzles, orifices, pipes and also on 
nozzles and pipes in series. He re-covered much of Bottomley1s 
work on nozzles and orifices and substantiated his results in 
this respect.
His experiments on the flow of evaporating water 
through pipes, however, showed marked divergence from those of 
Bottomley. Experiments on pipes of diameters .529u, .904” 
and 1.5” revealed that measured critical outlet pressures were 
very much below those predicted by standard theory based on 
the assumption of a common liquid-vapour velocity. On the 
same basis, an assumed friction factor of .018 lead to predicted 
mass flows very much lower than those obtained experimentally.
To account for this important discrepancy Burnell 
suggested that the liquid flowed with a smaller velocity than 
the vapour.
f,The Discharge of Saturated Water Through Nozzles ”, 
by R.S. Silver and J.A. Mitchell. (Trans N.E.C. Inst, of
E. & S. Vol. LXII, Dec. 1945.)
Silver and Mitchell carried out experiments on the 
flow of evaporating water through convergent-parallel nozzles, 
finding that the measured mass flow was much in excess of that 
predicted by standard thermodynamic theory. They attributed 
this to. delayed evaporation and proposed a quantitative theory 
based on the idea that this delay was due to the finite time 
required for heat flow within the fluid. In constructing the 
theory they assumed that the liquid flowed in a central core 
and the vapour in the remaining annular area, the liquid and 
vapour having a common velocity.
Experiment showed that critical outlet pressure was 
dependent to some extent on the back pressure. In one test, 
reduction of the back pressure from 25 to 0 lbs/in guage 
resulted in a reduction of the critical outlet pressure from
o
25^5 to 20.5 lbs/in guage. This feature was attributed by 
Silver and Mitchell to increased heat loss to the environment.
MThe Circulation of Water and Steam in Water Tube 
Boilers, and the Rational Simplification of Boiler Design”, 
by W. T. Lewis and S.A. Robertson. (Proc., I, Mech. E. 
Vol. CXLIII, 1940).
I X
This oaper covers a wide field, its chief interest 
to the present purpose being a description of the flow 
mechanism as water, flowing upwards in a heated vortical tube, 
evaporates. This description is based, on the experimental 
work of Barbet; Brooks and Badger; Boarts, Badger and 
ileisenburg; Stroebe, Baker, and Bad.ger; Lewis and. Robertson. 
Figure 5, which is copied from the paper being reviewed, shows 
diagrammatically the changes taking place.
Evaporation commences with the formation of a large 
number of small bubbles which subsequently coalesce to cause 
slugs of alternate steam and water. These soon break up to 
form an inner core of steam and an outer annulus of liquid, 
the latter travelling more slowly than the steam core. Finally 
the thin film of liquid on the tube wall disperses and the 
fluid flows as a decreasingly wet mixture until it eventually 
becomes superheated. The length of the tube occupied by the 
different stages depends on the intensity of heating and on the 
rate of water supply to the tube.
Figure 5.
J DE RHE A T E D ST E » - '  ETAGE
’aater film
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Fig. 3. Change from Water to Steam in a Vertical Tube
T h e  vertical scale is much smaller than the horizontal 
scale.
Change from water to steam in a heated vertical
tube. e.
(Reference; Lewis and Robertson),
GROUP III. ON THE FLOG OF GAS - LIQUID MIXTURES IN PIPES.
‘'Isothermal Pressure Drop for Two-Phase Two-Component 
Flow in a Horizontal Pipe51, by R. C. Martlnelli, L. M. K. 
Boelter, T. H. M. Taylor, E. G. Thomsen and E. H. Morrin. 
(Trans. A.S.M.E. Vol. LXVI, 1944.)
This paper reports measurements of the static 
pressure drop accompanying the two-component flow of air and 
a variety of liquids, including water, benzene and oil. The 
experiments were carried out on a galvanized iron pipe and 
in a ln glass pipe, flow conditions varying from 100$ air to 
100$ liquid. In addition, flow patterns existing at various 
flow rates were studied visually and an empirical analysis, 
based on various non-dimensional parameters, was presented.
The subject is very complex and the analysis correspondingly 
approximate. Their extensive experimental data shows a 
correlation of + 30$ with predicted values.
Figure 6, a reflex of a figure given in the paper 
being reviewed, shows the flow patterns observed in air-water 
flow under varying conditions. The patterns are divided into 
two groups corresponding to turbulent and viscous liquid flow 
respectively. The air flow was stated to be turbulent in all 
cases although this would appear to be misleading in respect 
to bubbling flow. Table 1, quoted from the paper in question, 
provides qualitative information relative to the occurrence of 
the various flow forms. These forms can be listed under the
L IQ U ID  P H ASE  
T U R B U L E N T
L IQ U ID  P H A S E  
V IS C O U S
0  AIR ALONE I
LOW AIR 1 MEDIUM AW 
LOW  V E LO C ITY MED V E L j V E LO C ITY  j V E L O C IT Y
rothin/
<3>
(9) WATER ALONE
Separated
Probably annular
direction Bubbling
* o f  f l o w
Senarated
Bubbling
Annular
Bgure G. uir-water flow mochanism observed by 
Bart inoil i and c o'-uvorlcor s~?~
Low Air Rate Medium Air Rate IHigh Air Kate
Liquid Liquid 
Turbulent Vi s c ous
Li qui d Li quid 
Turbulent Vis c ous
Liquid Liquid 
Turbulent Viscous
Very low 
liquid rate 3 3 5 3
CO,
i
CO
Low liquid 
rate 5 3 6 3 8 8
Medium liqui 
rate
d
7 7 4 4 4 4
High liquid 
rate 2 2 2
,Tabl e 1, Observations on flow mechanisms for air-water nlxtures 
iviartinelli and co-workers. ~~
self-explanatory titles of frothing,- bubbling, separated and 
annular. It is not clear from the Authors’ description 
whether type 4 ’would best be described as annular or separated.
MCo-current Gas - Liquid Flow”• (Published by 
A*S«M.E* for Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics Institute 1949.)
1* f,Flow in Horizontal Tubesu, by 0. P. Bergelin and
C. Gazley.
This paper continues the examination of the gas- 
liquid flow problem on the lines developed by Martnelli and 
his co-workers, concentrating attention on, what is termed, 
the ’stratified* flow form. Stratified flow is described as 
a flow in which the vapour occupies an upper segmental area in 
the tube and is separated from the liquid by a smooth interface.
They show that Martnelli*s empirical analysis requires 
modification to render it applicable in this instance.
The various types of flow are re-examined visually 
and some relevant quantitative data given in a chart which is 
reproduced here in figure 7. The following description of the 
possible flow mechanisms is quoted.
uIf one introduces increasing amounts of gas to a pipe 
flowing full of liquid, the following types of flow successively 
occur (a) bubbling flow in which the gas flows along the top 
of the pipe in the form of bubbles (b) stratified flow in which 
the liquid flows along the bottom of the pipe with a smooth
LIMITS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF FLOW
CO-CURRENT FLOW OF AIR  ANA WATER 
IN O N E-IN C H  TUBESloO -
ANNULAR FLOW
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Figure 7. Co-current flow of air and water in 
horizontal one-inch tube, lX
(References Bergelin and Gazley;
surface and the gas flows above (c) wave flow which is similar 
to stratified flow except that the interface is disturbed by 
waves (d) slugging flow in which occasional frothy slugs pass 
rapidly through the pipe; and (e) annular flow in which the 
liquid flows along the pipe wall while the gas flows through 
a central core. At very low liquid rates the type of flow 
changes directly from wave to annular, with no intermediate 
region of slug flow”•
They also state that bubbling, wave and slugging 
flow are of an unsteady type whereas annular and stratified 
flows are steady.
2. ’’Flow in Vertical Tubes5’, by 0. P. Bergelin;
P. K* Kegal; F. G. Carpenter; C. Gazley.
In this paper an experimental study is reported of 
the downward annular flow of air and water through a vertical 
one inch tube. The results were found to agree with previous 
data obtained by Martinelli and his co-workers.
By calculating the velocity of the gas phase on the 
rather artificial assumption that it occupied the whole of the 
flow area, friction factors were determined. The values thus 
obtained were much in excess of those appropriate to the 
corresponding flow of air in a smooth pipe, this being attributed 
to irregularities on the surface of the water film flov/ing 
along the tube wall. This data was applied to predict pressure
drops occurring during the condensing flow in a vertical tube, 
of the vapours of water, alcohol, toluene, and trichiorethylene. 
Measured and predicted results correlated very approximately.
3. uInterfacial Shear and Stability”, by C. Gazley.
The data reported in the earlier paper of this 
series, ”Flow in Horizontal Tubes”, is used to assess energy 
transfer bet?/een the two components during air-water stratified 
flow in a horizontal tube. Energy balance equations enabled 
the Author of the paper to assess the energy quantity lost by 
the air and that gained by the liquid at the Interface between 
the two fluids.
For a stable interface these two quantities were 
found to be equal, but above a certain relative velocity the 
interface became unstable and the energy lest by the air was 
found to be in excess of that gained by the liquid. This 
latter feature was attributed to the irreversible work done Ivy 
the gas in.forming unstable waves at the interface.
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Selective Summary of the Preceding Review.
The features emerging from previous papers which 
are directly relevant to the present work may be summarised 
as below:
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1. The investigations of Bottomley and Burnell yield 
conflicting results in relation to the evaporating flow of 
water in pipes, the former finding support for his contention 
that liquid and vapour flow with a common velocity, the latter 
demonstrating very conclusively the existence of relative 
motion.
The discrepancy between the two sets of data may 
possibly be accountable to unobserved or unnoted factors such 
as a detergent additive in the water used by Bottomley.
Burnell’s experiments on pipes, in contrast to those 
of Bottomley, were carried out under laboratory conditions and 
in consequence may be accepted with greater reliance as re­
presenting the true behaviour of evaporating -water.
To account for his resuits,Burnell postulated, but did 
not develop, the idea that relative motion exists between the 
two phases during the evaporating flow of water in pipes.
2. Previous investigations indicate the occurrence of 
several possible flow forms with two phase flow. Using the 
terminology adopted by Bergelin and Gazley, these are (a) 
bubbling, (b) slugging, (c) stratified, (d) wave, (e) annular,
(f) frothing.
PART II, 
THEORY.
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The specific problem discussed in succeeding sections 
of this thesis is the behaviour of a fluid entering a horizon­
tal pipe of uniform bore at a temperature just below its boiling 
point, and subsequently evaporating whilst flowing adiabatically 
through the pipe. Evaporation commences within the pipe when 
the pressure of the fluid has been reduced by wall friction to 
the saturation value corresponding with fluid inlet temperature. 
Throughout the subsequent expansion the fluid mass is mainly 
associated with the liquid, whereas, except during a very small 
initial pressure drop, the volume is mainly associated with 
the vapour,
Figure 8, illustrates the change of mass and volume 
ratios for the two phases with temperature and pressure during 
a typical adiabatic expansion of water.
Flow Forms,
The simultaneous flow of two phases in a pipe renders 
possible the occurrence of a variety of flow mechanisms, as has 
been shown by previous investigators, and it is necessar:/- to 
consider these qualitatively before going on to develop approp­
riate theory.
In Britain, Lewis and Robertson, and in America, 
Martinelli and co-workers and also Bergelin and G-azley have 
devoted considerable attention to this aspect of the problem, 
their findings being mutually consistent.
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Taking the work of Bergelin and Gazley as being 
typical and referring to the quotation from their paper given 
in the foregoing review, the observed flow mechanisms are 
classified under the headings (a) bubbling, (b) stratified,
(c) wave, (d) slugging, (e) annular.
These observations were made on air - water mixtures 
flowing through a lu bore horizontal glass tube.
An incidental advantage attaching to the gas - liquid 
flow as a medium for observation as opposed to the evaporating 
fluid, is that volume ratios and relative flow rates remain 
fairly constant along the length of the pipe. A major differ­
ence between the two sets of phenomena which is likely to affect 
flow forms lies in the respective fluid accelerations incurred 
during flow. Consequently, any data on gas - liquid flow must 
be applied with caution to evaporating flow, although the 
summary given by Lewis and Robertson of flow forms occurring in 
a water - tube boiler, shows qualitative consistency with those 
observed by Bergelin and Gazley.
Considering the published information with reference 
to the present discussion the following observations are made. 
Bubbling flow will not occur when the vapour volume is greater 
than the liquid volume, which is, except during a very small 
initial pressure drop, the case with adiabatic evaporating flow. 
Stratified and wave flows can come under the common heading, 
separated flow, and whether it be stratified or wave is not 
relevant to the subsequent theoretical development.
Slugging flow is not expected to be a stable form of flow, 
since small slugs of liquid dependent on the agency of surface 
tension are not likely to withstand the disruptive forces in­
volved in the high accelerations of the fluid. Annular flow 
is believed to be of frequent occurrence, particularly at the 
higher mass flow rates, and as will be shown is the form ob­
taining for water flowing through small bore tubes. Frothing 
flow was not observed by Bergelin and Gazley although Martinelii 
and his co-workers reported its occurrence in experiments of a 
similar nature. Under certain conditions, described later, it 
is a likely flow form.
The foregoing provides a basis for the following
postulate.
A particular evaporating flow will conform to one of 
the three types described below:
(1) Annular flow, in which the liquid phase is confined 
to the wall of the pipe, the vapour flowing in an inner 
core. The essential feature of this type of flow is 
the existence of a continuous layer of liquid flowing 
along and covering the complete wall surface. The vapour 
need be neither regular in form, nor co-axial with the 
pipe.
(2) Separated flow, in which the phases occupy segmental 
areas of the cross-section, the vapour flowing above the 
liquid and being subject to wall friction forces.
(3) Frothing flow, in which a network of liquid encloses
the vapour phase, the two phases flowing with a common 
velocity,'
Introductory Note on the Development of Annular and Separated 
Flow Equations.
Frothing flow is amenable to standard thermodynamic 
theory and requires no introductory treatment. It is consider­
ed, however, that a few explanatory comments on the development 
of the theory for annular and separated flow forms will not be 
redundant.
In evaporating flow the high rate of volume increase 
with pressure drop demands proportionate fluid accelerations, 
the forces for this deriving originally from pressure variation 
in the pipe. Since the acceleration of a fluid element is, 
for a given force intensity, inversely proportional to its 
density, it is clear that in annular and separated types of flow 
the vapour will tend to flow with a higher velocity than the 
liquid. This relative motion will generate an important 
shearing action between the phases, subsequently referred to as 
the "interface shear force".
Interphase forces are also induced as a result of mass 
transfer and relative movement.
In evaporating flow, the force actions which must be 
considered are consequently due to (1) pressure drop, (2) wall 
shear, (3) interface shear, (4) mass acceleration, (5) mass 
transfer between phases.
The mass forces can only be assessed when the separate
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velocities of the two phases are .know.and it is clear that 
this feature is of fundamental importance*
A convenient variable to which phase velocities and 
mass forces are related in a simple manner is the "'relative 
velocity factor11, defined as the ratio of the mean vapour 
velocity to the mean liquid velocity*
Since liquid and vapour phases must flow in such a 
manner as separately to satisfy the three fundamental concepts 
of continuity, momentum, and energy, six independent equations 
may be obtained to relate the variables concerned* Combining 
these equations yields an expression which defines the relative 
velocity factor in terms of the thermodynamic properties of 
the fluid, and one empirical coefficient. It may further be 
shown by rational consideration that the empirical coefficient 
referred to will have a value close to and not less than unity.
It is noted that, in expressing the three fundamental 
conditions, account must be taken of mass, momentum and energy 
transfer between phases, and also of the reversible shear work 
done by the vapour on the liquid. Heat conduction and radiation 
are not involved in the energy transfer, the liquid and vapour 
having a common temperature at all stages during expansion.
A critical outlet condition occurs when a further 
expansion of the fluid within the pipe would render the laws of 
continuity, momentum and energy, mutually incompatible. The 
equations expressing these laxvs will, therefore be expected to 
provide a criterion for the prediction of critical outlet con­
ditions, as is found to be the case.
As sumpt ion£.
The following assumptions are made:-
(1) The pressure and temperature are constant across 
any section normal to the flow.
(2) The fluid is in thermodynamic equilibrium at all 
stages of an expansion.
(3) The mean velocities on the bases of continuity, 
momentum and energy, are equal.
fo.
Annular Flow Equations.
Although the problem dealt with is classified as
adiabatic, there was in the experimental tests carried out, a
small amount of unavoidable heat loss to the environment. In
order that this feature might be taken into consideration in
the analysis of experimental data, the annular flow theory is
developed to cover the more general non - adiabatic case.
Considering a normal section of the flow at any stage
in the steady state evaporating expansion of a fluid through a
uniform pipe and expressing the condition of continuity for
the two phases in turn,
Ol,V( =*= V/(Vc^)-a; (joT)
=  W c -^uy O b )
Prom these, putting vV\/ - k and 3 — • r- =■ C° I-C^  v,
rn — OU-PGI-j. A r \
a ' “ U T v k  =
Prom 0°O and (Ic)
V, =  6  0 +  c/ k \  (1)
Where
6 =
Applying the principle of energy conservation to the 
complete fluid between t he stage at which evaporation commences 
and any later stage of the expansion, and taking into account 
the heat Q  supplied from the environment,
T H t +■ (K'E-1 + T Q  =  T H + A e ) .  (2q )
where all quantities refer to one pound of fluid*(k-E)is the 
kinetic energy of the fluicl, and the suffix 'c' denotes con­
ditions at the commencement of evaporation.
Now,
since
Substituting in equation
hc—  h — c^ L +■ ck) ^  V  {j
por a given value of k , equation C^b) specifies the
quality of the fluid. It is clear that must he within the 
extreme values corresponding to ideal frictionless and full 
throttling flow. In the adiabatic case these two conditions 
correspond to isentropic and constant total heat expansion 
respectively.
It is shown in Appendix 1, that for a reasonable range 
of expansion in the wet field at normal or higher temperatures 
the values of quality corresponding to these two conditions are 
very nearly equal, and consequently little sacrifice of 
accuracy is involved in assuming quality to correspond to one
or other. That is, for the purpose of calculating Cj^ ,
kinetic energy terms may be neglected in equation (2b) $ an(q
This simplification, although not essential to a solution, 
greatly reduces the amount of arithmetical work involved.
At this point it is perhaps worth noting that the 
quality of the mixture as here defined is the vapour to fluid 
mass ratio passing the section during a given period of time, 
and that, provided k is not unity, this differs from the 
vapour to fluid mass ratio for the fluid enclosed in an elem­
entary volume at the section.
Equations (1) and (2) refer to relations between 
variables at a fixed section of the expansion. The remaining 
equations to be developed prescribe the changes which can take 
place during a small pressure,or temperature increment during 
unit time. Second and higher order quantities will be neglected. 
Reference will be made to Figure 9, which is a diagrammatic 
sketch of an elementary volume of the fluid enclosed between 
two transverse planes Sx feet apart.
Applying the momentum law to the complete fluid,
- A £ p  -  -  O  ( 3 < a )
where SH is the change in fluid momentum across the element 
during unit time, and is the total wall shear force acting
on the element.
c^xjt
4F i^ u fte  9 . 0  jo io |r A m m  o> T(c <a S e c t i o n
of (~l ut o| j u r  q r>n u I o t r  F lo w .
4-4 .
NOW, M=^(l-^V, -f 
Dirfenz-ntiatm^
S.r'h ^ f [ i  +(^k-i)]Sv, -h [ ( M ^  +  ^ £ K ] m
Substituting in(Sa)
-A£p -S^, — '^^1+^-') SV, A [(k-i)S<^  n Sk]v,] = 0  C5)
The momentum law applied to the liquid phase alone
yields,
-ct, S>p - +• SfjL —  £m, =■ O C^«)
where is the total interface shear, bn the element and 
CM, is the gain in liquid momentum per unit time;' . In 
assessing account must be taken of the momentum lost by mass 
transfer to the vapour phase*
Considering the gain-of momentum to the liquid element, 
at the faces E F  , d n  , and AC in turn.
Gain of momentum 
At EF *
At dH =  f  ;
At A C  =■ - ^  4-
Adding these together to obtain the total momentum 
gain by the liquid element, and substituting in (4oi) >
The final independent equation is obtained by
applying the principle of energy conservation to the vapour 
phase. The control element chosen for the purpose is the 
vapour volume enclosed between two adjacent sections normal to
I
the flow, represented diagrammatically in Figure 9, as a 
truncated cone A B G D. It is not essential to the theory, 
however, that this control surface be regular in any way.
and shear work done by the fluid at the control surface, and 
the kinetic and internal energy carried across the surface 
per unit time will be considered in turn* For steady state 
flow and a fixed control volume the sum of these items is 
zero. All terms are expressed on the basis of unit time.
A6> = -Wc^po, ^
C D  - W ( c p p u t -f- A qy cpSp') j
B P —  - W p
Summing these terms the total pressure work done by 
the fluid element in unit time is
In expressing the law symbolically, the pressure work
Pressure work done by the fluid on:
4 G
Shear work done by the fluid element on:~
A B  = o  .
CD= O ;
e o =  Vp SFP .
The total shear work done by the fluid element per 
unit time is
V p S F p . ( 5 - b )
where Vp is the ’interface velocity1, defined as the mean 
velocity of the fluid particles lying on the line traced by the 
liquid - vapour interface periphery on a transverse plane*
The kinetic energy carried out of the control volume
across:-
A 8  = - l ^ V t  ;
c o  =  ^ f
Adding these together and putting V*.- kV, and k
, the total outflow of kinetic energy per unit time is,
xjfVxsv, f MAh f hMlksk]
The internal energy carried out of the control 
volume across
A& = - •
CD - I W  f t ^ 4- S Ex 4- 
l2> D -  —  X W  E j, .
The total outflow of internal energy per unit time 
is therefore:-
T W q  S E j  . ( S o l )
Adding together the terms (B ex) y £5ol ^ f and equating
to zero, the energy equation for the vapour phase is obtained.
(  p  S ia  v  bh S p  )  A- V P £ Fp +  X W c p  S E *
+ ^  Icpl^^SV, f(l<-») V,2 Sc^ A l ^ X ' k S U  =  O
Noting that T  £>WS = T 4- w,. £p  ^ the equation
may be reduced to.-
qysHj +vpgf^  f v  ApAsvj +0<-i)v,'h + ^  ^
It is noted that there is no energy transfer by heat 
conduction or radiation since the two phases have a common 
temperature at all stages in the expansion.
The foregoing equations 0)90c^ ;CO,t3) cinol (S"\ 
can be solved if the interface velocity Vp , is known in terms
of the liquid velocity V{ , The relationship between these
variables is of necessity empirical and requires to be deter­
mined by experiment. Meantime, it is expressed in the form,
^/p/\^/ n  ( s }
fn 1 being termed the interface velocity ratio.
This ratio clearly ennot be less than unity and in 
the usual case of turbulent liquid flow it might be expected 
that it will not greatly exceed unity.
a.he main equations referring to the annular type
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of flow lifted below for convenience
Continuity;
v  = B  ( I + c/k)
a, ■=
0
Continuity:
A
I -t-Vk ^
Overall Energy:
<\ = a)
Overall Momentum:
- A £ p  -  SfL -^r[n-^(l< -§SV , +- + Cj_sk]llj -  o  (5)
Liquid Momentum:
- a , S p - £ f w  +  S F P -  w C i - c ^ S M -  o  (4)
Vapour Energy:
TcpWSMs + V PS,FP +■ [^2<pl<V,£V, f k - l )  f  F qv,“k Sk]= O  O')
Interface Velocity ratio: ^ = V/p^ /y ^
These equations can he combined to yield a single 
equation expressing the relative velocity factor, K  in terms 
of thermodynamic properties, mass flow per unit area, and the 
interface velocity ratio. Eliminating and betweenS), (4^
and (Si ,
T^WSH, - (A-a,)Sp
4-9.
k  S V ,  +  V , £ k  =  g ( k v , )
and k  V  =  B  Cc +* k )
The total variation of S over a typical evaporating 
expansion is of the order of 2 per cent. It will therefore 
be in order to assume B constant during an elementary change 
and,
£ ( k V , ) - =  B ^ S c + S k )  (Tfe)
Substituting for ( k £V, + V, & W) and an£ further
arranging terms in equation C"7o0 f 
k  J S H j
re­
in -  s p
For a given fluid, a knowledge of mass flow per 
unit area, initial condition, and interface velocity ratio 
suffice to determine the relative velocity factors during 
annular flow expansion as expressed in equation
It is shown in appendix 6, by considering the signs 
of coefficients, that equation , which is a bi-quadratic
has only two positive roots. That is, there are two values 
of : |<! which satisfy the conditions. This result may be
compared with that obtained by an analysis of the similar 
phenomenon of flow in an open channel, where two liquid depths 
satisfy the conditions.
Critical Outlet Conditions for Annular Plow.
for a given fluid flow is determined is usually stated as that 
condition at which the rate of supply of enwrgy is just equal 
to the rate of increase of kinetic energy. This may be more 
explicitly stated as that stage in an expansion beyond which 
the equations based on continuity, momentum and. energy are 
mutually incompatible.
of expressing the above condition numerically, the three basic
imaginary.
In Appendix 5, a description is given of the method 
adopted in the construction of a critical outlet pressure chart 
for water on the basis of equation(7).
The criterion by which the critical outlet pressure
For annular flow, supplies the means
requirements being incompatible when the roots ofl/J are
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Separated ±*‘1 ow Equations.
Figure 10, is a diagrammatic sketch representing 
separated flow. Sff and are respectively the wall shearing 
forces on the liquid and vapour components of the fluid element. 
The step by step development of the equations for separated flow 
so closely resembles that for annular flow that it will suffice 
to quote them in their final form.
The equations quoted refer to adiabatic flow in a 
straight horizontal pipe.
Continuity: As for annular flow. (0 and 0 O
Overall Energy: As for annular flow. (X ) where Q  ~ O
Overall Momentum:
- - 'f^[n-cL(k-§Svi ^ gk-(HcL + c|_SWjlV,j-0 (8s)
Vapour Energy: As for annular flow, C$)
Interface Velocity Ratio:*. n = ^/vs (?)
Combination of thiese equations yields,
Except for the additional term involving the wall 
shearing force acting on the vapour phase, this equation is 
identical to that for annular flow.
Critical Outlet Conditions for Separated Flow.
A compressible fluid approaching a pipe exit at
&2C
F"><1U R £ -  P i o t g r g i r n m c x t ' t c  s k e t c h  o f *  Q
S<2ct<on o (" durtru^  S€pgrc<tgd ^|0 w.
which a critical condition exists tends towards ideal friction- 
less flow. Hence tends to zero at a critical outlet con­
dition involving the separated flow of an evaporating fluid, 
and equation (9) reduces to equation C?)- , indicating that 
critical outlet pressures for annular and separated flow forms 
are identical.
Fr o thing FlQWe
In this type of flow a network of liquid is main­
tained by surface tension and relative motion between phases 
is prevented. If surface energy may be neglected, the 
standard theory for compressible fluid flow is applicable*
The method outlined below for dealing with steady state 
adiabatic expansion of a compressible fluid through a horizon­
tal uniform pipe was first suggested by Fanno:. ,
The continuity equation is:-
A V  - W a r  (,0)
The energy equation may be written as:-
h ) +- =  o  0 0
where the subscript 'c refers to the section at which evapora­
tion commences*
For a specified mass flow per unit area, and initial 
condition, Hc and are known constants.
Thus, during any such expansion
07 = f ( \ -1)
Since both these quantities are thermodynamic properties of 
state, and since any two properties of state suffice to deter­
mine completely the condition of a fluid, v  and B may be 
found for any chosen pressure in the range of expansion.
This calculation invloves a trial and error process and a more 
convenient approach may be used if a pressure - enthalpy
S5\
chart having constant volume lines in the wet field is 
available. By choosing a velocity value, compatible values 
of ^  and H may be calculated from equations (lO) and (I H . 
Pressure may then be read directly from the chart.
To calculate wall shearing force for a given pressure 
drop, the momentum equation is required. Considering the 
forces acting on an element of fluid enclosed between two 
normal sections &x feet apart,
- A & P  -  s q  — 5 £V  = o  o A
An approximate but more convenient method of analysis is to 
assume that the specific volume, during an adiabatic expansion, 
is the mean of the volumes corresponding to isentropic and 
constant total heat expansions respectively; Appendix 1, 
provides justification for this procedure.
Critical Outlet Conditions for Frothing Flow.
By the methods of the previous section, entropy may 
calculated for any stage in an expansion. The point of 
maximum entropy is the critical outlet condition since a 
decrease in entropy is contrary to the second law and con­
sequently indicates an unrealisable type of flow.
An alternative and more usual approach is to use the 
concept- that, since at the critical outlet condition the fluid 
tends towards ideal frictionless flow, the rate' of supply of 
energy is equal to the rate of increase of kinetic energy,
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obtaining the equation,
^  =  " 3 ( j 5 V  0 3 )
The construction of a critical outlet chart for freon 12 
on the basis of (I f>) is outlined in Appendix 8,
The foregoing theory implicitly relates pressure, 
temperature, specific volume and phase velocity for the three 
postulated types of expansion and in addition allows the cal­
culation of wall shearing force on the fluid during a specified 
pressure or temperature change.
Whilst from the thermodynamic viewpoint this is a 
complete solution, the prediction of pressure er temperature 
distribution in a pipe requires additional data relevant to 
friction factors.
The correlation of friction factor with other variables 
is an empirical process and as such may be approached in a 
variety of ways, the ultimate relationships adopted requiring 
the sanction of experiment over the whole of the range covered.
It will therefore be more convenient to deal with this question 
in conjunction with the acquired data and accordingly its con­
sideration is left over to a later section of the thesis.
PART III.
WATER EXPERIMENTS AND AHALYSIS.
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The essential purpose of the experimental work 
described in this section was to test the practical validity 
of the proposed thermodynamic theory for evaporating fluid 
flow. In addition it was desired to obtain some empirical 
data on wall friction factors and interface velocity ratios.
Water was chosen as the experimental medium because 
it combined three fundamental requirements; (l) it was known 
from Burnell’s data on critical outlet pressures that the two- 
phases of evaporating water flowed with different velocities:
(2) the thermodynamic properties of water are accurately known 
and readily available in suitable form; (3) the saturation 
temperature-pressure relationship is such that experiments 
could be carried out on an open circuit.
The proposed theory predicts relative velocity 
factors and critical outlet pressures and accordingly the 
experimental test rests on a measurement of these two quantities. 
The former was achieved by measuring the momentum of the fluid 
as It emerged from the tube, the latter by concentrating a
9
series of thermocouples near the tube exit.
In order to obtain data for the calculation of
friction factors the temperature distribution of the fluid was 
measured over the whole length, of the tube.
Visual data relative to the flow form was obtained
by photographing the fluid leaving the tube.
j 9.
The main experiments were made on a tube of 12 feet 
length and 1/8U bore, the choice of dimensions being to a 
certain extent determined by available apparatus in the form 
of two centrifugal pumps and two electric heaters. This choice 
of bore had the added advantage of extending Burnell's critical 
outlet data, his work being done on pipes between -J-<l and 1-J-” 
bore.
The test range covered initial evaporation tempera­
ture between 230°F and 250°P, and mass flow between 250 and 
500 lbs/ft^sec. As the mass flow increases beyond this value 
in the quoted temperature range, expansion takes place over a 
decreasing length of pipe, and theoretical considerations 
indicate an upper limit at which evaporation within the tube 
is completely suppressed.
A few preliminary tests were carried out on a tube 
of .061* bore with the purpose of investigating experimental 
technique. In these experiments slightly sub-cooled water was 
supplied from a main boiler via a condenser, initial evaporation 
temperatures between 280°P and 300°P being obtained.
Temperatures were measured at tube inlet and outlet, 
providing data on critical flow conditions.
In these preliminary tests trouble was experienced 
in maintaining steady conditions and in removing dissolved air 
from the water supply. These difficulties made it necessary 
to carry out the main tests on a self-contained unit.
(?0,
•fiB x xixii'i- -1- O O .
Figures 11 and 12 show a photograph and general 
arrangement of the apparatus respectively. The water flows 
in continuous circuit and the apparatus is entirely self- 
contained except for the power supply to the pumps. The 
advantages of this are ease In maintaining steady conditions 
and freedom from dissolved air in the water. The temperature 
of the latter never falls below 180°F. at any point in the 
circuit during a test.
Preliminary tests on an apparatus supplied with hot 
water from a main heating boiler via a condenser indicated that 
the latter difficulty was one which could not be readily over­
come by other means.
The circulating fluid, on leaving the reservoir 
passes through two centrifugal pumps in series in which the 
pressure is raised to about 35 Ibs/in^abs. The centrifugal 
pump characteristic is Ideal for this purpose since developed 
head at low mass flows is almost Independent of quantity. The 
fluid then passes through two electric heaters which are con­
trolled by variac and rheostat and Is, in this way, supplied 
to the tube with a controlled amount of sub-cooling.
On emerging from the tube the fluid mixture impinges 
on the momentum balance from which It drains back to the 
reservoir.
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During a test, measurement was made of mass flow, 
fluid pressures and temperatures, and momentum at the tube 
outlet.
Mass Flow.
The mass flow meter, as indicated in the general 
arrangement, consisted of two calibrated reservoirs in parallel. 
The time taken for one of these to empty could be measured 
without interfering with the steadiness of flow. The estim­
ated accuracy of measurement is +
Temperatures.
It would appear to be physically impossible to make 
a direct temperature measurement of the fluid in a small bore 
tube without interfering seriously with the flow. Consequently 
it was necessary to find a reliable method of measuring the
external surface temperature of the tube and relating this to
fluid temperature.
Dealing with the latter first, theoretical analysis, 
confirmed by experiment, showed that the difference between the 
fluid temperature and that of the tiuhe surface never exceeded 
0.2 degrees fahrenheit. The experimental check is given in 
Table 2, and the theoretical analysis in Appendix 4.
In the latter it is shown that the effects of axial
heat flow in the tube metal may be ignored and that a con­
servative estimate of the ratio of equivalent heat conductances, 
fluid to tube surface and tube surface to atmosphere, is 880.
Thermocouples 
(Numbered from 
tube exit).
E.M.F. mv. 
(R.J. 32°P)
1
Tube Surface 
Temperature °F.
1 3.8 74 190.7
2 3.878 190.8
3 3.882 191.0
k .. 3.889 191.2
5 3.890 191.3
6 ..... 3-888______ 191.2
7 ______ 3.895. 191.4
8 .... 3.885 191.1
9 3.889 191.2
10 3.880 191.2 .. ____
11 3.892 191.3
12 3.895 191.4
. ..... 13 .... 3.900... .....191.7...
1^ 3.900 ..... .....191.7________
15 3.902...... 191.7
l6 _ 3.902.... . _______ 191.7....  _
17 . 3.907 191.9
18 3.920 192.0
19 3.927. 192.7
20 .....  3.929.... 192.8
21 3.922 ____  192.5
22 3.940 !.. ...... 193.2
... 23 ...... 193 _____
Temperature of water at inlet by mercury thermometer - 193.5°F 
11 ” " ,f outlet 1 ,f H - 191.0°p
Table 2« Check on thermocouple temperature measurements on 
the ,*01285” tube for water tests.
Thus, for an overall temperature drop of 170 deg.F., the 
external surface of the tube is within 0.2 deg.F. of the fluid 
temperature•
In a symposium on ‘'Temperatures", compiled by the 
American Institute of Physics, Houghten and Olsen discuss the 
problem of measuring surface temperatures, and a method to 
which they draw attention was adopted in principle for the 
present purpose. /
28 S.W.G. copper-constantan thermocouples were used, 
the two leads being wrapped round the polished copper tube at 
adjacent sections as shown in Figure 13. This incorporates 
the tube metal in the thermocouple circuit ensuring that the 
electromotive force is generated at the contact area between 
the tube and the constantan lead. xhe method is leasable 
because of the high purity of commercial copper.
In order to obviate possible error due to stray 
electric currents during a test, each constantan lead was pro­
vided with an adjacent copper lead in the actual set up.
The thermocouples were finally checked in position 
by passing water through the tube and measuring the temperature 
at inlet and outlet by mercury thermometers, E.M.F. being 
measured by means of a Cambridge Potentiometer. The result of 
this test is given in Table 2.
The copper-constantan thermocouples were calibrated 
using the ice point and the boiling point with standard apparatu 
The final conversion curve was obtained on the principle that 
differences in e.rn.f. between any two thermocouples of the same
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material are -oronortional to the torn: ora tare range between 
the reference point ana the measured temporacure • * o
table for c opp e r-c one tantan as quoted in the Temperature 
Symposium of the American Institute of Physics was used as a 
reference. In this symposium, the accuracy of the method 
adopted is quoted as + 0.4F°.
Figure 14 shows the distribution of thermocouples 
on the tube.
Pressures.
pressure measurements \!yere made at a few points In 
the tube to check, in as direct a manner as possible, the 
assumption regarding thermodynamic equilibrium during expan­
sion.
The chief difficulty to be over-come In this aim was
the possible occurrence of rags on the unburred tap holes. It
/
was decided to make these holes with a . 030fl drill rotating arc 
the highest available speed of 9000 r.p.m., and check for rags 
by measuring the pressure drop accompanying the flow of a 
homogeneous fluid through the tube. The pressures were recorded 
on 611 dial close range Bourdon gauges and the method proved 
adequate.
Figure 15, shows a detail- of the pressure lead 
connection and Figure 16, the distribution of pressure taos on 
the tube.
The gauges were calibrated in position by connecting 
a mercury manometer to the tube outlet and surrolying air und^
nres sure.
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Because of the rapid rate of change of pressure with 
distance the accuracy of pressure measurement was dependent 
on the accuracy with which the position of the tap holes was 
known. Since these tap holes could not he made until the 
adaptor had been soldered to the tube their exact position was 
subject to some doubt.
A conservative estimate of the accuracy of pressure
p
measurement is +1 lbs/in •
Momentum measurement.
A preliminary calculation indicated that the average
momentum force would be about 0.01 lbs. This force is of the
5
same order as that measured by Giffen and Grang in their 
experiments on small steam nozzles, reported in Proc. of I.M.E. 
1946, and accordingly the principle feature of their apparatus 
were incorporated in the balance constructed for the present 
purpose.
As shown in Figure 17, the balance consists of a 
carrier rod R, with an impulse cage, G, fixed to one end and a 
balance weight-, B, at the other, the whole being supported by 
two fine guage wires 181' long. A sensitive helical spring,
S, attached to a sliding block, D, balances the carrier during 
test, the spring being subsequently balanced against weights in 
pan, P. This method of force measurement eliminates errors 
due to a possible wrong setting of the electrical contact, E, 
or deviations from linearity in the spring, S.
The momentum, cage, G, consists of an impulse plate
i3
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covered by several layers of fine mesh gauze and prefixed by 
a series of 15 annular d.iscs whose purpose is to ensure com­
plete destruction of the fluid momentum and to avoid induced, 
currents in the adjacent atmosphere.
The dimensions of the cage are given in the detail 
of figure 17.
G-iffen and Crang tested their momentum cage in a 
specially designed apparatus employing a null-deflection method. 
It was therefore considered adequate in this instance to cheek 
.the apparatus in place by passing water through the tube and 
calculating the momentum from a measurement of mass flow and tube 
bore. The test indicated an accuracy of + 5$.
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PROCEDURE.
Tests were carried out over the range available to 
the apparatus covering initial evaporation temperatures of
O
230 to 250°F. and mass flows of 250 to 500 lbs/ft^sec.
Conditions were presumed to be steady if the tempera­
ture measurements remained constant over a period of about 30 
minutes. Gross variations in condition could be most readily 
observed on the pressure guages.
The maintenance of steady conditions was found to be
impossible in the sub-cooling range within about 5 degrees of
9
saturated conditions. Silver and Mitchell experienced the 
same difficulty in their experiments on the flow of saturated 
water through nozzles.
Temperatures and pressures were taken and the setting 
of the momentum balance checked at frequent intervals during a 
test, mass flow being measured just before shutting off the pumps 
and heaters. The spring force on.the balance was measured 
against dead weight at the end of each test.
7 5.
TEST RESULTS.
The complete data obtained from the tests on water 
are presented in Graphs 1 to 12, Table 3 and Figure 18.
Graphs 1 to 12, present the temperature distribution 
obtained for each test, mass flow and fluid momentum at tube 
outlet being noted on each graph.
Table 3, shows a comparison between measured pressure 
and saturation pressure corresponding to measured temperature.
Figure 18, is a photograph of the evaporating fluid 
leaving the tube.
7C
8a b. 'irres
18.6 17.9 2 0 . 6
20. 2 23.2
26.6 25.8
21.0 2 2 .021.0
17.9 17.6 19.9 20.1
20.518.4 18.0 20.1
18.9 21.618.5
22.5 2 2 .0 24.0 23
23.7 27.9 27.0
20.7 20.210 22.9 22.6
19.9 19.211
23.012 22.1
Pressure gauge distance from tube outlet 
•No. 1 - 4 0 No. 2 - 9.3'^
fable 5. Water Tests.
Comparison of measured pressures with saturation 
pressures corresponding to measured temperatures.
Figure 18. Appearance of evaporating water leaving 
the 0.1285” tube.
Aj.: ADI D j. O T .iJjO'l1 llLU LLA O •
The appearance of the fluid let leaving the tube 
(Figure 18) before it is dispersed as a result of free pressure 
drop, is that of full bore flow. Bearing in mind that the 
volume of vapour present is about 30 times that of the water, 
and that vapour velocity is about 8 times greater, it would 
appear on the basis of this evidence alone that the flow form 
could be assumed to be annular, a step which is subsequently 
justified by the correlation obtained between experiment and 
theory.
In all subsequent calculations the basic variable 
is temperature and the basic incremental change is 1 fahronheit 
degree. This is sufficiently small to reduce second order 
quantities to a negligible amount and is at the same time con­
venient for calculation. Tables compiled by Keenan and Keyes 
(19 36) were used.
Interface Velocity Ratios and Friction Factors.
The annular flow- equations inter-relate friction 
factors and interface velocity ratios via the temperature dis­
tribution curve, so that it is only necessary to obtain an 
independent determination of one or other to solve this aspect 
of the problem.
Both quantities can be estimated at the tube outlet 
from momentum and critical outlet measurements and preliminary 
calculation on this basis indicated that the follow!nr:
79.
assumption regarding wall friction forces might he tentatively 
made. The wall shearing force developed b;y the liquid, annul us 
is the same as that for full bore liquid flow at the same mean 
velocity.
Expressing this statement symbolically the wall 
shear force per unit area,
-r -  riJL\
*0 8 '
where A is the standard friction factor for pipe flow and 
Reynold’s number is defined by equation (15)
d Vi
9 V
C O
A further basis for presuming that this assumption is 
at worst likely to be a good approximation is given below.
In full bore liquid flow the outer elements of fluid
are propelled by the dual forces due to pressure drop and shear
transmitted from the faster flowing inner core.
In annular evaporating flow the liquid core is replaced
by a vapour core of lower density but much greater velocity.
The wall shear force will be unaffected if the distribution of 
turbulence intensity is unaltered by this change.
Making use of this a ssumption to determine relative 
velocity factors and interface velocity ratios, the wall shear 
force may be written;
«<■>
where Sx is obtained from the experimental temperature distribu-
o rC '■
tion curve.
Substituting in the overall momentum eniation, [o)
8 g  <J, Vi § X  — A  S p  ~  g  j ( l - c | )  &V, -f ( V i)  V, + k  & (k v [jj “ 0  (] 7 ^
From equation (1)
&V, =• ^  ( l< Sc -  c £i<) } (.1 ^ 3
B  being assumed constant across the element. For any selected 
stage in the expansion equations (17) and (18) relate com­
patible values of k and S k ,
Considering now two adjacent stages in the expansion 
which will be referred to as A and B, and assuming that over 
this range k is a linear function of T,
■ k  “ k  +-. (sr)A.e ( u  - r h  q  eg
Equation (19) supplies the condition for selecting unique 
values of k and 2>k at stages A and B, By repeating the process 
for several stages |< .is obtained over the complete expansion.
It is now possible to calculate interface velocity
ratios by means of equations (5) and (6).
Appendix 2 provides a sample calculation of test l, 
on the foregoing basis and also gives the calculation of out­
let relative velocity factor from measured fluid momentum.
Graphs 13 to 17 show results of the analysis of tests 1 to 4,
and Table 4 compares measured and predicted outlet relative 
velocity factors on this basis.
It is found that the interface velocity ratio in each 
test varies from 1 at the commencement of evaporation, to about 
lo2 at the critical outlet condition and that this may be
ity'Ww*V*&f-1 -
;S?J
&
Sfc.
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or'TG-ood \7ite rGasonable acoaracy in the form »
a = - l  +  q  ( T c -  T ) ^  (1  o ') ■
where Ol is a constant calculated from the cond.ition that 
T\ = 1.2 when .1 = T 0 , tlio critical outlet temperature.
It Is emphasised that this is not claimed as a 
general law, hut is simply designed to cover the present range 
of tests. .
f
A critical outlet temperature chart, shown in Figure 
19, was constructed to cover the range of results. The 
methods of calculation are described in Appendix 5, the inter­
face velocity ratio at outlet being assumed equal to 1.2.
Table 5, compares measured and predicted values, the 
agreement supporting the finding of the previous section that 
n = 1.2 at the critical outlet condition#
Figure 20, shows a critical outlet pressure chart 
covering an initial pressure range of 8 to 100 lbs/in2abs, and 
a mass flow of 200 to 700 lbs/ft^sec.
Table 6, compares Burnellfs critical outlet data 
with values taken from Figure 20.
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13, 2 8 0 2 8 3 2 3 0 2 2 7 2 4 4
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15. 4 1 4 2 8 3 2 4 3 2 4 4 2 6 3
Table 5. Water Tests,
Comparison between outlet temperatures as 
(a) Measured; (b) predicted on assumption of relative motion; 
(c) predicted on assumption of no relative motion.
Tube bore; in tests 1 - 12 0;i285**
in tests 13 - 15 O.'OGO”
87.
Tube. 
Bore • 
Inches
i; ensured. vredictc d.
V//Ao 
lb/ft2sec.
Pc ? 
lb/in "abs•
Pq 0  
lb/in abs.
p0 lb/in^abs,
(nQ ~ 1.2)
oQ ib/m^abs 
(k = 1)
.529 410 24 14.8 16.5 ilc.
.529 353 14.3 10.2 10.9 Pc = po... .
.529 190 8.8 5.1 5.6 Pc =. Po....
.529 225 14.3 7.0 7.6 Pc = po
.904 313 14.3 8.7 ' 10.2 p 0 II pi 0
.904 260 14.3 8.35 9.1 PC = Po
.904 175 14.3 6.2 6.8 11.4
1.5 500 52.4 25.4 31 . 6 43. 0
Table 6. Comparison of measured critical outlet pressures,
•3
as obtained by Burnell, with values predicted (a) on 
the assumption of relative motion; (b) on the assumption 
of zero relative motion*
mass f1ow, initial evaporation Temperature and Tube Diameter.
With the information acquired on wall shearing forces 
and interface velocity ratios it becomes possible to predict, 
for a particular mass flow and initial condition, the temperature 
and pressure variations in a tube carrying evaporating water.
The procedure is outlined briefly below, a full development 
being given in the sample calculation in Appendix 3.
By means of equation (7), values of k and Sk may 
be calculated for any number of selected temperatures in the 
expansion. It is found that for water, k  is almost independ­
ent of This greatly simplifies the arithmetical work
since the chief difficulty in differential equations not sus­
ceptible to mathmatical operations, other than numerical 
integration, is the determination of compatible values of a 
variable and its differential.
Equations (1) and (18) provide corresponding values 
of V and which may be substituted in (17) to find
at the selected temperature.
The summation,
6 8
If) ^  *  I
A
(2 >)
provides the required information.
Graphs 22 to 25 show uhe comparison between measured 
temperatures and predicted curves for tests 5 to 8. In each
case the summation was begun at the tube outlet temperatu
Table 7, compares predicted and measured outlet 
relative velocity factors.
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PART IV,
FREON 12 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS«
As Indicated toy the review prefacing this report, a 
considerable amount of reliable expirical data has been ac­
quired on the flow of evaporating frsson 12 in connection with 
the capillary tube restrictor. Hone of these investigations 
concerned itself with the flow form adopted, but implicitly- 
assumed the fluid to behave as though it were a homogeneous 
mixture. It is necessary to resolve this issue before making 
further studies of the problem and accordingly it Is the 
primary object of the present investigation to obtain the data 
required for the purpose.
The thermodynamic properties of freon 12 are markedly 
different from those of water, A calculation of relative 
velocity factor based on the assumption of annular flow gives 
a value which is almost constant at 1.25 throughout expansion 
in the normal range of temperature. On the assumption of 
separated flow the value is slightly smaller.
The properties of the fluid do not therefore demand a 
high relative velocity between the phases and It would appear 
that the frothing form of flow is a possibility.
The difference between fluid momenta and temperature 
distributions for the various flow forms are too small to 
provide a positive determination. The corresponding critical 
outlet conditions are, however, widely divergent and It is 
this quantity which supplies the required criterion.
Capillary tribes of various internal diameters were 
tried in the apparatus. It ivas found that the compressor 
capacity was too small to produce critical outlet conditions on 
a 0.06” tube, while 'with a . 03w tube steady conditions could 
only be attained running the compressor at an inconveniently 
low speed. The 0.042if tube provided the most satisfactory 
running conditions and it is on this tube that most of the 
experimental data were obtained.
Visual data were obtained by observing and photo­
graphing flow in a pyrex tube.
110.
A t t A1 u L I'lJd .
Figures 21 and 22 show a photograph and general 
layout of the apparatus respectively. The circulating freon 
12 on leaving the compressor may flow through or bye-pass the 
oil separator according to the valve setting. Oil from the 
separator collects in the reservoir and is metered back
to the sump via a reducing valve. After flowing through the 
water-supplied condenser and sub-cooler the refrigerant may 
pass to the drier and expansion valve or alternatively to 
the capillary tube, and thence through the evaporator to the 
compresser.
Thus the experimental apparatus consists of a standard 
refrigerator test unit having a capillary tube in parallel with 
the expansion valve.
When the unit is operating on the capillary tube the 
stable condition is very sensitive to the quantity of charge 
circulating and it is a useful feature of the apparatus that this 
may be conveniently fixed by using the liberally dimensioned 
drier as a reservoir for excess freon.
Since the refrigerator unit is standard apparatus 
whose function in the present experiments is limited to 
supplying sub-cooled freon 12 to the capillary tube and measur­
ing the rate of mass circulation, a brief description of its 
component parts will suffice.
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Compre s s o r_ Unit.
This -unit consisted of a Sterne’s ’A 1 type compressor, 
1” stroke hy lj-1* bore, belt driven by a D.C. variable speed 
fractional horse-power motor. The standard rating for the
compressor is 500 r.p.m. but it may quite safely be run at speeds 
up to 1500 r.p,m. for short periods.
The speed of the unit was controlled manually by 
rheostat, a stroboscope being used as the reference.
Oil Separator.
In small freon 12 refrigators the design is usually 
such as to encourage oil circulation throughout the unit, For 
the present tests it was desired to limit this effect to a 
minimum and to achieve this a ’’Supreme Vortex*' oil separator 
was fitted in the vapour line immediately following the com­
pressor.
This separator achieves its effect by means of a vane 
ring so proportioned that it induces a high whirl velocity in 
the fluid without serious loss of pressure. The relatively 
dense oil particles are thrown against the wall of the separator 
casing and drain into a reservoir, made from a boiler sight 
glass. Since there was a considerable quantity of freon 
dissolved in the separated oil it was necessary to meter the 
mixture back to the compressor sump at a steady rate. Figure 
24, is a sketch of the separator and reservoir.
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Figure 23 Compressor arrangement
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Figure 2 4-
0ondenser and Sub-Cooler.
The condenser consisted of a cylindrical vessel 
x 14% containing a coil of copper tubing through which the 
refrigerant passed. The condenser was supplied with water 
from a constant head tank.
The sub-cooler was of similar construction but 
smaller in size, and had an independent supply of water.
It was found convenient to separate the functions of 
condensing and sub-cooling because of the controlling influence 
exercised by the condenser on the high-side pressure.
Drier.
A minute quantity of moisture is sufficient to 
cause serious troubles in the operation of a refrigerator 
having freon 12 as refrigerant. Before charging, the present 
sei?-up was carefully dried hy circulating it with nitrogen and 
subsequently connecting it to a vacuum pump for a period of 
24 hours. As an extra safe-guard a drier containing silica-gaL 
was placed in the liquid line.
Expansion Valve.
The expansion valve was of the constant pressure 
diaphragm operated type. The seat diameter was 0.04% and the 
maxium capacity at 20°F evaporating temperature and 100°P 
condensing temperature, was 5000 BTU/hr.
I2G
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The secondary evaporator is an example of a standard 
piece of apparatus which is almost unique in that all its 
characteristics are advantageous, to its purpose.
It Is simple In construction, quickly brings the 
unit to its stable condition and provides an accurate means of 
measuring mass flow.
Figure 25, is a sketch of the evaporator. It con­
sists of a closed cylindrical tank having an electrical heater 
element immersed in the secondary fluid. The coiled tubing 
which carries the primary refrigerant occupies the vapour filled 
volume above the heater element.
When in operation the secondary fluid condenses on 
the primary coil and drips back to the bottom of the tank to 
repeat the cycle, . The heat supply is adjusted to maintain the 
secondary fluid at atmospheric temperature, thereby entirely 
eliminating heat exchange with the environment. The small 
temperature difference is compensated for by the large heat 
transfer coefficients associated with condensation and evapora­
tion. The low temperature of the heat source has the additional 
advantage that it enables easy control of the amount of superheat 
imparted to the primary vapour. Provided the available heat 
transfer area is ample for the capacity of the unit, the primary 
vapour always leaves the evaporator at a temperature just below 
that of the secondary fluid.
A sensitive pressure or temperature measurement of the 
secondary fluid Is a necessary guide to the control of heat
a z
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input.
Finally, the response of the secondary evaporator 
to altered conditions is immediate and consistent.
Because of its high electrical resistance and low 
saturation pressure at atmospheric temperatures, freon 21 was 
used as the secondary fluid in the present instance.
The calculation of mass flow is based on a simple heat 
balance. The accuracy of the result depends on that of the 
electrical power measurement and also on the accuracy of the 
Thermodynamic data.
The electrical instruments used were substandard and 
were reckoned to have a combined accuracy of * 1*2%, this being 
inclusive of parallax.
The Capillary Tube and Associated Apparatus.
Two different tubes of .060” bore and .042’* bore 
respectively, were used in the tests. With the former, pressure 
and temperature measurements were made and with the latter, 
temperature only, it being observed from the first set of measure 
ments that pressures and temperatures during expansion were in 
agreement.
The techniques and apparatus employed for these 
measurements were identical with those used for the water tests 
and are described in a previous section. Figure 26, shows 
the distribution of thermocouples and pressure taps for the tubes
Before being fitted to the circuit each capillary tube 
was degreased and cleaned with alcohol and dried with nitrogen.
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The ends were carefully finished by stoning and examined raider 
a magnifying lens for small rags.
In order to assess the effective roughness and check 
for partial blockage by pressure tap rags the .06^ bore tube 
was tested with dry nitrogen supplied from a pressure cylinder 
via an automatic reducing valve, mass flow and pressure drop 
being measured over a fair range of Reynold numbers. Figure 
27, shows the friction factors thus obtained to a base of 
Reynold*s number.
During normal test conditions the refrigerant fluid 
in a capillary tube falls below the freezing point of water and 
as a consequence the last two or three feet of tube becomes 
externally covered with dew or frost, the latter giving up 
unknown quantities of latent heat. To overcome this difficulty 
the last six feet of tube were enclosed In a gas-tight jacket 
made from 2gu diameter copper tubing, the jacket being filled 
with nitrogen whose measured dew point was -40°F. Figure 28, 
is a sketch of the arrangement. The capillary tube was cen­
tralised in the jacket by means of a number of 3 - legged 
supports made of stiff rubber and the thermocouple leads were 
taken out between thick rubber gaskets covered with a layer of 
vacuum grease. In order to reduce heat gain at the pressure 
gauge leads and tube exit, advantage was taken of the neoprene 
seals to make a break In the continuity of the copper.
With this arrangement the heat gain per foot length of 
tube for a temperature difference of 30 F? was estimated at 
about .001 BTU/sec.ft. The corresponding heat gain at the tube
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exit and pressure gauge leads was ,00004 BTU/sec. which, is 
negligible,
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Tests were carried, out over a range of delivery 
pressures between 110 and 160 lbs/in? absolute providing a mass 
flow range of 450 to 950 lbs/ft.2sec.
It is impossible to pre-set the conditions for a 
refrigerator test because of the complex inter-relation between 
the quantities controlled by the operator. Increase in com­
pressor speed tends to increase mass flow and delivery pressure, 
and the same effect is achieved by increase., of charge quantity. 
Increase of the rate of condensation decreases delivery pressure 
and mass flow but increase in the degree of sub-cooling causes 
an increase in mass-flow rate.
The following procedure was adopted during testing.
The compressor speed and cooling water supply to the condenser 
and sub-cooler -were fixed and the circulating charge increased 
until the sight-glass before the capillary tube showed full bore 
flow. The electrical input to the evaporator was adjusted to 
maintain the secondary fluid at its saturation pressure correspond 
ing to atmospheric temperature and the conditions thus obtained 
Y/ere accepted for testing. Prom this starting point, different 
test conditions were obtained by slightly varying one or other 
of the controllable quantities in the required direction. A 
particular set of test conditions were accepted as steady when 
the unit ran for ■§■ an hour without variation.
The following quantities v/ere recorded in repeating 
sequence during test:-
(1) Tub e t emp e ratur e s.
135;
( 2) Tub e pressur e s.
(3) Electrical input to the evaporator.
(4) Evaporator primary pressure and temperature.
(5) Evaporator secondary pressure.
(6) Delivery pressure and temperature.
(7) Compressor speed.
t^ r-,
PRESENTATIOil OF FKEON_12 RESULT 6.
Temperature distributions and corresponding ma s s 
flows are given for a series of tests on the . 06n and .042^ 
tubes in graphs 26 to 40. Tables 8 and 9 present critical 
outlet measurements and compare these with values predicted on 
the assumption of frothing flow, while Table 10 compares meas­
ured fluid pressures and saturation pressures corresponding 
to measured fluid temperatures.
Figure 29 is a photograph of evaporating freon 12 
flowing in a 0.06" bore pyrex tube.
No independently published data on critical outlet 
conditions for freon 12 were available, although B.olstad* and 
Jordan referred to the phenomenon and indicated its occurrence 
in their tests. A letter sent to these experimenters request­
ing quantitative information received no reply.
Visual Data.__
The only fact which can he deduced from the. photograph 
of Figure 29, is that the liquid and vapour do not separate and 
the appearance is that of full bore flow. In addition, observa­
tion by eye revealed no sign of slugging flow. The fluid 
entered the .06n bore glass tube as a clear colourless liquid 
becoming slightly milky in appearance at the point of evaporation 
In a distance of a few inches this changed to an opaque whiteness 
the appearance remaining unaltered for ther emainder of the 
expansion within the tube.
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ANALYSIS OF FREON 10 IVEETS 
Critical Outlet Conditions.
The methods employed in constructing the critical 
outlet chart for freon 12 on the assumption of frothing flow 
are given in Appendix 8. Two charts are shown in Figures 30 
and 31*. It is noted here that of the two charts prepared 
relating critical mass flow and critical outlet temperture to, 
in the one case, outlet quality, and in the other, initial 
evaporation temperature, only the first is exact.
The second chart is derived from the first via the 
approximate equation
~ .Vi. Ii » F A
this receiving general justification in Appendix 1. In order 
to assess the magnitude of this approximation calculations on a 
typical, expansion, 70°F. to 20°F., were made, the result being 
shown graphically in Figure 32. The error involved Is depend­
ent on mass flow but in the range of experiments does not exceed 
+ 2$. In terms of temperature this is equivalent to + 1°F. 
or in term of mass flow about + 1.3%-. These figures are of the
same order as the experimental error and the approximation is 
considered satisfactory.
A critical outlet chart for annular or separated flow 
was not prepared since the experimental data correlated well with 
values predicted on the basis of frothing flow. However, in 
order to obtain an idea of the theoretical divergence between the
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two forms ^ A typical expansion was calculated and pave the 
foilowing c ompari s on.
Initial Evaporation Critical Outlet Critical Mass Flows.
Temperature, Temperature, Frothing. Annular or
    ___________ _________   Separated,
82°F. 20°F. 688 lbs/ 965 lbs/
ftfsec. ft'sec.
The theoretical critical mass flow for annular or 
separated flow under these conditions is 41% greater than that 
for frothing flow.
The above comparison between annular and frothing 
flow is expressed in terms of critical outlet temperatures 
below:
Initial Evaporation Critical Mass Critical Outlet
Temperature. Flow. ________Temperatures.
Frothing. Annular or 
____________ '________________________________Separated.
83°F. 965 lbs/ 38°F. SO°F.
ft.sec.
It is not possible to make an exact estimate of what 
may be considered an acceptable correlation between measured 
and predicted critical mass flows. The following estimates, 
which are expressed as an equivalent percentage, error in mass 
flow per imit area, are liberal.
Equivalent percentage error in term of mass flow:- 
Power input to evaporation + 1,2%.
Critical Outlet Temperature + 1.0%.
cr
do
trr
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Initial evaporation temperature + 0*4),-S.
Estimated increase in total heat pher It. of
fluid In evaporator + 0,5%.
Accuracy of predicted mass flow + 1.5%.
In addition to the accidental errors listed above, 
which total + 4.6%', the following sources of error might produce 
a constant deviation.
Area of tube bore 0.5^.
Published thermodynamic data on F 12 - Unknown.
Criculating oil not removed by separator - Unknown -
probably negligible.
It is reckoned that the overall correlation should
be within + b% in terms of mass flow.
In the range of test conditions encountered this
is equivalent to about + 3°F. on critical outlet temperature.
-...... “
1 e S  G I; 0  . Mass Flow 
lb/sec.ft^
Ini G iux .i. erne o
Or,,•J- •
L‘ U C 1 C u _L •
T n °F.
i
j I" _L .i jliD
i'iieorotjLcal 
Outlet temp 
To °F.
19 632 73 15 j 14.5
2 0 654 77.7 15 16.5
21 688 72.8
1
20 18*3
■. 22 698 79 20 | 20
23 714 81
! ' ' 
2 2  2 2
24 716 86 24 i 23
25 732 77.5
r T 1 . ..T . ......— — ■— — ■— -—  - ■ ■
23 ! 2 2 . 2
26 834 65.5 28.5 j 26*5
27 858 73 28 29.6
28 913 76.8 34.5 03.8
29 960 64.9 32 33.6
30 965 96.2 40.2 40.8
Table 8, Freon 12 tests on 0*042'* tube.
Comparison of measured critical outlet temperatures with 
. these predicted on the assumption of frothing flow.
T o s t loacurod Dunes ; j
No,
Initial 
T emp * 
°P.
0 Lit 1 o t
Temp.
°P.
tivna ora­
tor Toin'o. 
°P.
,..aes Pto\/ 
lbs/sec.
ft 2
I .a a or at - 
ical kass 
PI ovj uy' 
sec .ft1"
age Diff­
erence ,
19 73 15 -4 652 640 -1.25
20 77.7 15 8.5 654 630 " ■ ■
f;: d  e O
21 72.8 20 • 7 688 715 “* O « CD
22 7.9 20 0,5 698 695 o;.
23 81 22 3.0 714 716 —  'a• .......... j
24 86 24 4.8 716 736
!
-2.7
25 77.5 25 12 732 745 -1.8
26 65.5 28. 5 17.5 834 870 -4.1
27 73 28 15 858 835 2.8
28 7.8 34.5' 19 213 940 -2.8
29 64. 9 32 26. 5 960 940 2.1
30 96.2 40 28 965 956 1.2
Table 9« Freon 12 tests on 0.042:a tube.
Percentage difference between measured mass flow's and 
those calculated from the measured critical outlet 
temperatures.
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Critical outlet data show the flow form to he frothirg
and conseouently indicate: the lines on which the problem of
correlating friction factors should he approached.
It is reasonable to assume that the inertia forces
and fluid heads associated with a fine froth are a function of
the mean density. On the other hand the equivalent viscosity
does not appear to have any clear meaning and in addition the
existence of a large area of liquid-vapour Interfaces makes sur­
face tension a factor of possible importance.
From this it follows that the quantities which nay 
influence the wall shear forces, *1^  , are tube diameter, D  , 
fluid velocity V  , mean density p , liquid v i s c o s i t y * 
vapour viscosity , surface tension Y  , mixture quality #
Conforming to the usual grouping pattern this leads
t0' \ _  8f„ _  Cf PDV /A pDv* \ ^- py- - H ' y v e Y ' V
It Is possible that, on a basis of extensive exper­
imental data, some of these groups might be eliminated or combined 
to the great simplification of the otherwise scarcely worthwhile 
task-of correlation. The problem was considered to he, in any 
case, too formidable to be added to the present programme.
It was decided, however, that it would be of interest 
to determine friction factors on the basis of mean fluid densityxJ
for the six tests, 1.6 to 21. The values obtained were found to
Reynold1 s number d e f i n e c l  a s ,
(l-c^U, 3
{24)
/ x
It is explained that no claim is made for the use
of the above number as a suitable or complete correlating 
parameter. It is included here chiefly to enable a plot of the 
calculated friction factors and also because it represents the 
first obvious step towards an elucidation of the meaning of
representing the effective viscous forces, is the liquid 
viscosity times the relative liquid area. For the purposes of 
comparison, the friction factors obtained by measuring the flow, 
of nitrogen through-the 0.06 tube are given in graph 41,
An example of the method adopted in calculating the 
friction factors is given in Appendix 9
In contrast to the above method of analysis, a cal­
culation of friction factor on the assumption of annular flow 
and using liquid, density as a relevant variable yields results 
which bear no relation to normal values. Results for test 17, 
obtained on this basis, are summarised below:-
viscosity in a froth mixture Phe term
Test No. 17
W = 507 lbs/ft? Tc = 80.o°F.
a sec*
T °F . 59 49 39 29
A * 0121 ,0081 .0053 .0041 .0031
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PART V. 
DISGUSSIOH AND CONCLUSIONS.
'J C 7.
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A* Annulcir Plow Theory and. ,mter Experiments.
1, ' General.
Relative motion between the liquid and vapour com­
ponents during the evaporating flow of water confers an extra 
freedom on the fluid resulting in a reduction in the momentum 
and kinetic energy associated with a particular mass flow.
In consequence the mass flow associated with a given rate of 
pressure drop is greater than would he obtained were there no 
relative velocity.
Equation (7) expressing the relative velocity factor 
for annular flow is a bi-quadratic in k yielding, as is shown 
in Appendix 6, two positive and two negative roots. The latter 
have no physical significance. The theoretical deduction that 
there are two possible values of k  may be compared with the 
parallel case of flow with a free surface in an open channel in 
which two different depths satisfy the conditions.
The appropriate value of relative velocity factor 
under various conditions is a matter for further investigation. 
The lower value was found to hold in all of the present 
experiments, although it seems possible that in vertically 
upwards evaporating flow, as in boiler tubes, the higher value 
might operate.
The critical outlet pressure is independent of the 
alternative k  values, but the rate of pressure drop with pipe
IG8
length, is not.
2• Critical Examination of Experimental Evidence.
Of the three assumptions on which the theory is based 
the one most requiring experimental support is that concerning 
thermodynamic equilibrium. The behaviour of fluids undergoing 
phase transition is notably unpredictable. Having justified 
the assumption for one set of conditions it is, however, possible 
to extend its application with considerable confidence to all 
similar conditions of the same fluid.
Since, in the annular flow equation there occurs the 
empirical factor ! n *, two independent sets of data are 
required for complete confirmation of the theor;y. These are 
provided by the critical outlet conditions and measured outlet 
relative velocity factors respectively. Of these two exper­
imental checks the critical outlet condition is the more 
direct since the equation relating relative velocity factor to 
fluid momentum involves the basic assumptions.
An important direct check on the thermodynamic 
equilibrium of the fluid during expansion is the correspondence 
between measured pressures and saturation pressures correspond­
ing to measured temperature.
The assumption regarding wall shear forces is confirmed 
over the test range within the limits of experimental accuracy 
by the outlet momentum measurements. That the assumption is 
true for all stages in the expansion is not directly confirmed. 
The value of interface velocity ratio calculated on this basis
169,
is, however, repeated with great c ■printcr-cy ant: is Gnrarel^; 
in accord, with intuitive ideas r o: ;e I’d in.;: the flow. frrriior 
if the assumption holds near the tube outlet, there seems no 
reason why it should not hold at other sections where the 
proportion of liquid present in the mixture is greater.
It is considered that the foregoing evidence is 
sufficiencly strong to be accepted as conclusive.
3. Critical Outlet Conditions*
The measured and predicted critical outlet temper­
atures for the experiments on small bore tubes show excellent 
correspondence. Burnell's experimental results, obtained on 
pipes of larger bore (|-n to lju dia. ) are slightly lower 
than those predicted by theory, the discrepancies being larger 
than can reasonably be attributed, to experimental error.
As a preliminary to discussing possible explanations 
as to why this should be, the critical outlet phenomenon is 
considered from the view point that the fluid velocity at 
outlet should be not less than the local rate of propagation 
of a rarefaction v/ave.
In this respect it Is tempting to treat the liquid 
and vapour components separately. however, such an approach 
would be untenable because of the Inter-relating effects of the 
volume-pressure characteristics of the two components.
An element of liquid just below saturation pressure 
when subject to a pressure reduction, Increases very slightly 
In volume until saturation pressure is reached, at which stage 
evaporation begins. This results in a large effective
n o
cog1 fi ci out oi vo 1'iijiio gzz; jhnsi on a i m >. pr g c j t1j/c .
The convGrso occurs with an element of vaqoar just 
above saturation pressure when subject to a pressure increase, 
i/hen considering the effect of a free pressure drop 
at the tube outlet on the continuous annular liquid component 
of the fluid it is, in the light of the above, more correct to 
look upon it as a highly expansive medium than as an incom­
pressible liquid,
Now any deviation from predicted critical outlet 
values must reflect upon the validity of one or more of the 
three basic assumptions. These are considered individually 
below.
(a) f,The pressure and temperature across any section normal 
to the flow are constant'8,
A continuous layer of sub-cooled liquid, such as 
might occur in the laminar '.'sub-layer,, adjacent to a pipe wall 
losing heat to the environment would be capable of transmitting 
a pressure reduction of amount dependent on the degree of sub­
cooling.
(b) flThe fluid is in thermodynamic equilibrium at all stages 
in the expans ion
The occurrence of free pressure drop at the outlet 
presents the fluid with the possibility of a very rapid rate of 
pressure change. If under these conditions the liquid medium 
can exist temporarily in a meta-stable state the transmission 
of reduced pressures within the tube becomes possible.
This assumption, although never strictly true, has 
proved to be a satisfactory basis for dealing with many problems 
in turbulent fluid flow. Its effect on the present phenomenon 
cannot be dismissed although it seems unlikely that a reduction 
in pipe bore would minimise its effect, as is indicated by the 
available experimental data.
9
Silver and Mitchell have observed in experiments on 
the associated problem of the flow of boiling water through 
convergent-parallel nozzles that the critical outlet condition 
is not independent of the back pressure. In one test reported 
by them, reduction of the back pressure from 25 to 0 lbs/in^ 
gauge resulted In the critical outlet pressure falling from
p
25,5 to 20.5 lbs/in gauge, the mass flow Increasing from 970 
to 1240 lbs/hr. In the process.
Since the nozzle was exposed to the back pressure 
steam they attributed this to the effects of increasing in heat 
loss in suppressing steam formation.
In view of the high mass flows and small surface areas 
involed in these experiments it seems unlikely that the direct 
effects of heat loss on steam formation can be the sole cause 
of such a large variation.
B* Frothing Plow and Freon 12 Experiments.
From the thermodynamic point of view a frothing flow 
Is simply one in which the liquid and vapour components have a
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coiinnon velocity. the critical outlet onto, ootmned on uno 
,04-2’* tube and 'Listed in Table 8, provides anrolo evidence mat 
the flow of evaporating freon 12 in small bore tubes is of this 
type. The calculated relative velocity factor as the assump­
tion of annular flow is fairly constant at 1.25 over the test 
range, indicating suitable conditions for frothing flow. In 
this respect the observed flow form is consistent with the propose! 
thermodynamic theory of evaporating flow.
The data also indicate that the surface energy 
required for froth formation is sufficiently small to be neglect­
ed in connection with the energy relationships.
Thermodynamically, the problem of frothing flow Is of 
a standard type and as such demands little comment. In Its 
hydromechanic aspects, however, it presents a new field for 
experimental investigation. ^
As mentioned in the section on the analysis of the 
freon experiments, the extensive Investigation of friction 
factors for frothing flow is outside the scope of this work.
The data obtained from six tests and presented in graph 41, do 
not provide a sufficient range of variable to form a basis for 
authoritative statement and consequently the following comments 
are of a tentative nature.
Referring to graph 41, in which friction factors on 
the basis of mean fluid density are plotted against a modified 
Re7ynold’s group, it will be observed that friction factors for 
the ,042n and . 06?J tube coincide at the lower values of the 
group. Since, in this range, the fluid is mainly liquid and
173.
the influence of surface tension and vurour accornnnpiy 
slight^ this result is ono which rdght have toon nrdsicxyr.uoa•
At the higher values of the modified Reynold.’s number 
the friction factors for the two tubes show a distinct diver­
gence. This probably indicates surface tension effects since 
both velocity and diameter terms occur in the surface tension 
parameter. In making this deduction it is assumed that the 
modified Reynold’s group, Intended to represent the ratio of 
inertia to viscosity forces, is a suitable parameter. Nothing 
definite can be deduced from the experimental data as to whether ' 
or not this is the case.
In contrast to the friction factors calculated on 
the assumption of frothing flow, those obtained by the methods 
appropriate to annular flow bear no relation to normal values 
and show a disproportionate variation over a single expansion.
This further confirms the finding that the flow form 
is of the frothing type.
Factors Affecting the Flow Mechanism.
The only- satisfactory method at present available 
for determining the flow mechanism appropriate to a particular 
fluid under a given set of conditions is direct experiment. 
However, a few general inferences may be drawn from the acquired 
knowledge on the subject.
The most important factors Influencing the flow 
mechanism are; (1) thermodynamic properties; (2) mass flow 
per unit area; (3) frothing characteristics.
17 4
(l) The theoretical value of relative- v010ell;:/ f0.0tor as 
calculated from equation (7) may be regarded as a mo a sure of 
the forces tending to produce relative motion.
The experiments on water and freon are consistent 
with this contention.
)2
(8) Bergelin and Gazley have investigated the effect of 
varying mass flow per unit area on the flow mechanism for air- 
water mixtures, the data obtained being shown in Figure 7.
The annular form was found to hold in the higher, mass flow 
range; that is, in the range which is likely to be of most 
interest to the engineer.
(3) An analysis of the frothing characteristics of a fluid 
constitutes a difficult problem in physical chemistry. It is 
generally found that; (a) a low value of surface tension 
coefficient is encouraging to froth formation; (b) solutions 
are more susceptible to frothing than pure liquids.
In connection with the latter statement It is noted 
that a small quantity of unseparated oil was present during 
the freon experiments and that this may have been to some 
extent responsible for the maintenance of the fro; th in these 
tests.
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COhOLU 81 OlTo .
A, On the Adiabatic Flow of Evaporating ./ator in P1 pms
The first two of the following statements receive
3
experimental support from the work of Purnell as well as that 
of the author, covering a pipe diameter range of 0.06" to 1,5“.
The remaining statements refer to flow in small bore 
tube, being based on results obtained from the 0,1285“ tube.
1. The liquid and vapour components flow with different 
mean velocities. These velocities can be calculated by theory 
derived from the usual assumptions made in connection with 
fluid flow.
2. Critical outlet conditions readily arise because of 
the large rates of volume expansion associated with evaporation. 
Critical outlet pressures, temperatures, and velocities may be 
calculated by means of equation (7).
For small bore tubes (,060if and-0.1285’*) experimental 
and predicted values correlate completely.
For pipes of larger bore (.529“ to 1.5’*), measured 
values are slightly lower than those predicted by theory.
3*. The flow form is annular.
4. The interface velocity ratio increases from unity at
the beginning of evaporation to about 1.2 at the critical out­
let stage.
5. Equation (7) enables the calculation of relative
velocity factor for any stage in an expansion.
Is that given by the standard Stanton curve, the length term 
in the iieynold’s number being pipe diameter and., the other terms 
being those appropriate to the liquid.
B. On the Adiabatic Flow of Freon 12 in Small Bore lubes.
The following statements receive support from 
experiments carried out with tubes of 0.042*f and 0.060''* diameter 
fitted to a refrigerator test unit. Although a separator 
was,employed In the vapour line there was undoubtedly a small 
quantity of oil in the circulating freon 12.
1. The flow form is of the frothing type.
2. Standard thermodynamic theory for compressible fluid
flow may be employed to calculate velocities and critical outlet 
pressures and temperatures. The surface energy required for 
froth formation has a negligible effect on the flow.
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Vil
'he Determination of mixture
'whilst the approximation implied. In equation ( 2) 
map Toe justified for a particular fluid by a. few sample cal­
culations, some moro general .form, of argument is desirable.
In an adiabatic expansion, the quality of the mixture 
must lie between values corresponding to constant entropy and 
constant total heat respectively. Making use of this fact It 
is possible to express, in general terms, a limit of error In 
the assumption of constant total heat expansion.
In Figure Al.l, the lines 12 and 13 represent ex­
pansions from the same-initial condition at constant entropy and 
constant total heat respectively.. Since the expansion is in 
the wet field, changes at constant pressure are also changes at 
constant temperature and
H 3 =  .) (A- ^ ' 0
Hence.
P —  P
H , - H l  -  o r  ^ e l p  -  l 0 o ljz i ( A \ ? )
j  %  1 j  |
For a change taking place at constant total heat
c|0 = ( ! p „  d p = - (H D p  =
Thus^ substituting in equation (A1.2),
f ,  ' V ° IP *  I, t d
T d P
P
o r
lc [ p  + q  + g H( n - h j d p  _  p m )
cO
Volume.
F i g u r e . A W
R'gsSMfg - v o lu m e  oltqgram (or" <2\ p gnstons ua f he
w « t  H e  [ol ("rorn f  iryfc sg^MrotTegj hqmol c o n o h f ia n
i t  r.ons'tanf ^iVfrJpy at\ol <.0 n 5 ft* a  ^ to t,\ [ R egt.
184.
.a; iron ( A1. b )
V  c
equation cannot "be integrated unless some equati 
p, V , and. T be as sirred, but it is possible to s 
inspection that, since ^  , is negligible relative to sj;
I* 
■ %.
> j2~
lc and since
' I d >
h i
- V o l ° L j
then
1  
d b Tc
where Tc and To 
are the absolute temperatures of the fluid at the b e ginninf 
and end of the expansion respectively. It is evident that 
the limit of error could be still further, reduced, by assuming 
q, the actual quality during expansion, to be the neanq qpd q ,
W 1-H
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Sample Ca 1 cillation of Re 1 atjiye Velocity Factor and Interface 
Velocity Ratio.
Given the measured temperature distribution, mass 
flow per unit area, and pipe diameter it is required to find 
relative velocity factors and interface velocity ratios through­
out the expansion, on the assumption that friction factors are 
as defined in equations (14) and (15).
wxperimental or else functions of the thermodynamic properties 
of the' fluid.
These latter being determined, equation (17) was 
solved for each selected temperature in the expansion as follows.
The equati eras necessary to this purpose are:
01)
0)
(18)
The dependent variables in this set of equations 
are k , Sk , V, , ‘bVl . The remaining quantities are either
A value of K was chosen and by trial and error the
compatible value of Sk found between (17) (18) ond f (Jz)
Repeating this procedure for other values of k  at the -same 
temperature a curve relating k and Sk was obtained.
di
isimilar curve mas calculated for an non a c on t
in the expansion, equation (19) being then used to find unique 
values of k and S U  .
By repeating this procedure for several overlapping 
stages in the expansion the variation of W  and VJ was obtained 
over the complete temperature range.
As can be seen the calculations are extremely 
repetitive and are particularly suited to tubular methods.
In the following pages an example of each type of table used b
given, the data referring to test 1.
Thermodynamic data for steam and water were obtained
from the tables compiled by Keenan 8c Keyes (1936 Edition).
1<37
De t ormlnation of Quality.
hc~ io f ^
Equation (2)
a L
is used for the purpose.
The heat loss to the atmosphere, - Q  , was estimated 
from the temperature drop in the. liquid stage over a number 
of experiments. The following empirical relation expressed 
the finding. ^
a -  - w
BTTU/Ib
where Q  is the cumulative heat loss, L the length of pipe 
taken up by the expansion (feet), W  the mass flow (lbs/sec.)
Graph (A2.1) is the experimental temperature dis­
tribution curve for test 1, the cumulative heat loss per lb. of 
fluid being related to the temperature by the straight line 
expressing equation (A2.1).
In the following Table is calculated for a number
of selected temperatures, the result being shown in graph (A 2 .2) 
Table A2.1.
Test No. 1. 11= 240.5°F. X= 212°F.
T
°F.
K
BTU/lb
h
BTU/lb
Q
BTU/lb • BTU/lb
Lt
■ BTU/lb
<1
240.5 208.34 208.34 0 o- 0
256 204.29 -.45 3 • 60 954.8 ,00377
232 200.25 -.•50 7.59 957,4 .00793
228 196.20 — • b3 11 • 51 960,1 .01198
224 192.17 - 79 15.45 962, 6 .01606
220
j
i 188.13 -.79 . . 19.42 965.2 .02012
216 184.10 -.84 23.40 ; 867,8 .02420
212 ! 100.07 -.86 j27.41 | 970.5 ,0282
18 8 .
In order to demonstrate qoeaTlnnsat ;en.dda tl.o degree 
of arroroxiuiation j.nvolvgo. m  aysuming Gnac iiu-iy uo ca J.cu_Luoucl 
on tlio assumption that kinetic energy terms in equation (2 b) 
are negligible, fable A 2. 2 compares values of Q and Q for 
an expansion in the net field from saturated liquid at 240°!?.
Table A2.2.
T°F 240 230 220 212
%\ 0 .0106 .0209 .0291
%  0 .0104 .0205 .0285
% d .tf 0 1 2  2
Determination of ( S x / i T  ) a a a fimotio:,! ov' T
The standard methods of numerical differentiation 
are only worthwhile when a large number of experimental points , 
evenly speced- in terms of the independent variable are avail­
able or when the mathematical form of the equation is known, 
Neither of these requirements can be satisfied in the present 
instance,
The method adopted was simply to tabulate distances 
for fixed increments of temperature and calculate the mean 
slope. This procedure has a distinct advantage over graphical 
methods in that errors in adjacent increments are compensatory. 
Table A2.3, and graph Ad,3, illustrate the procedure 
in relation to test 1,
Table A2,3. Calculation of . Test 1.
T of 0C inches A *x T  °P1 rr» •
24-0 24.0
238 18.9 5.1 2.55 239
236 15.5 3.4 1.7 237
234 12,7 2.8 1,4 235
232 10.3 .2.4 1.2
230 8.3 2.0 1.0 231
228 6.6 1.7 • 85 „ 229
226 5,15 1.45 .73 227
224 4.0 1.15 • 575 225
222 2,85 1.15 . 575 22 3
190.
T ° f TC f i x I rv
220 2*0 .85 | .425 221
, „ , , ,
218 1.3
t
.70 .35 219
216 .75
!
.55 .275 217
214 .30 i35 .225 215
212 0 .30 .15 213
i
\
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The Calculation of comwucible values of 
selected temperature.
k and ^ k  ap
In the following calculations the basic incremental 
change is - 1 P°. Quantities -which increase as expansion 
proceeds are made to have a positive rate of change.
The following quantities are required in the solutLon 
and are given in order of their occurrence in equations (17) 
and (18). At the selected temperature of 223.5°F:
x  . r ( ^ >  ... ...See figure (A2.1)
°  = .0107 ft.
^  = .01679 ft3/lb.
S* = .045 ft/°f 
A = 90 x 10 ft2 
Sp = - 50.6 lb/ft2°P.
^  = .000776 lbs.sec2ft.
°i = .01655
H  = . 0 0 1 0 2  / ° p .
S  = 4.887 ft/sec.
C = 21.83
= 1.773 /°P.
In Table A2.-7 the terms of equation (17) are cal­
culated for two values of Sk at each of three values of k  . 
Since the expressions contained in (17) form a linear function 
of §k these calculations are sufficient to obtain compatible 
values of K and Sk over the range selected for the chosen 
temperature. The result is given below.
at)
: 3
V
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T  = 2 2 5 . S ° F .  
k == O 0*0 o
Sk = 0*48 0*30 0*15
In graph A2*4 curves of compatible values of k 
and Sk are given for temperatures of 229.5°F* and 223.5°F*
Equation (19) is used in Table A2.8 to determine the 
actual values.of k and at these temperatures.
mTable A2.4.
Test HO. 1. Tc = 240.5°F X  = 212°F ^  = 278 lb/ftasec.
Equation: V  = S  0  + C/ W ) CO-
T  o,-, ' F 223.5
8 ft/sec 4.587
C 21.83
k 5 5.5 6
c/k 4.37 3.98 3.64
M ft/sec 24.6 32.8 21.7
Table A2.5.
Equation: C k Sc - c Sk)
223.5
4.587
21.83
1.773
5.55.0
k ft/sec 127152152 !.183 S .183
8.75 8.75
10.62 : 1.8712
1 * 6 o
Equation: S ( k ^ )  —  6  ( Sc +■ g> k)
6 ft/sec 4.587
Sc A. 1.773 1.773
Sk
/O
/ F. 0 .400
Sc-t-Sk / F. 1.773 2.173
^S/kV.) ft/seo°P. 8.12 9.96
Table AS*7.
or +*4~
223.5
-1
5.55.5
22.8 21.722
81.2x1087.8x1087.8x10
0219 j 022102170217
j 470520520G05603
045 045.045 ! .045
00778 0077800778 00778
- . 0045. .00398 | -.00598 -.'005641 -00364 j
00455 j.00455 j 00455
00003 00005 j+ 00057 I 4-Q0Q57 000,911 - .00091!
1 %.
Sk
1
0 0.4 0
i i
0.4 , 0 ,0.4
sv, 1.C2 j .0205 1.48 .152 i 1.35 . 237
S(kO 8.12 9.96 8,12 9.96 j 8.12 9.96
1 .01655
\-<L .983
(}-<L)8'/i (a) 1.590 .0201 1.452 .149 1.325 ;
(k-i)ViS^  (b) .101 .1010 .107 .111 . | .111 j
c^ Q^ UVi) fc j .136 .1620 .136 .162 . ; .136
Q + btC 1.827 .283 1.695 .422
i
1.572 1
-^ [c, + b +c]^ - £ -.00142 -.00022 -.00131 -.00033 -.00122
--
-.00039
X  + V + Z. -.00145 -.00025 -.00074 +.00024 -.00031 +.00052
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TaoJ.c A
equation: Ug = + C ^JA.g l
o
IT = 229.5 F U = 223.5 F (Refer to Figure A2.4.)
w* A k l < s £k8
4 o O 1.8 5.8 .21
4.2 .2 1.2 5.4 .34
4.1 .26 1.66 5.66 .26
Hence:
At 229.5°F k  = 4.1
and at 223.5°F k = 5^7
By repeating the whole of the above procedure for 
several overlapping stages of the expansion the variation of 
k and y is obtained throughout. Graph 13 shows the variation 
of k and VJ to a base of temperature for test 1.
n W
V,S»FP
Tci s^  '  i [ ^ c LkV,S(kV,') + (|< -l)\^S ,c j] (A X -1 -)
Sljj = +- a '&p ■*-
c  c    X-rr D v ' C v
8 ^ r  '
/X
Q|=-
(a )
06)
(tc)
I ^ c/k
Equation (A2.2) is developed from equations (5)
and (6).
In the following tables a sample calculation is
T ow „ = 223.5 F.
Table A2.9i
Equation:
a ,  = A
I + c/k
(Ic)
Ph
o
i
h
i1 223.5
A  ft2 -690x10
k 5.6
c/ k 3.91
a, f t 2 • -6 18.3x10
liquation: £•tw  g 0 1  i
I °p 223# 5
M ft/sec 22.6
Rt>x 80.6
c A .0219
^ ^ 8 3  vr, #00778
M 2- 510
ft .045
ib/°P .0039
Pable A2.ll.
Equation: = ‘Sf^ + a.Qp + ^  (l-(j_) £./' (4-)
T °P 223.5
ib/°p .0039
3f ft2-
-6
18.4x10
lb/ft2°p -50.6
W
9 lb/ sec/ft .000776
1- l .983
ft/sec°P .69
^'■^Wlb/Op • 00053
^  lb/°p . 0035
ID 0,
Table A 2.I2 .
Equation: H = ygp* ^ ["^ kV, S/k/j -t(K'0 / 5cj| (&2'2)
—
1 o 223. 5
<1 .01655
SHs BTU/lb0? - • 363
-Tc^SMs (1) 4;68
k 5.6
Vi ft/sec 22.6
k ^1 ft/sec 126.5
S(kVi) ft/sec°F 9.25
H kv‘sH f t 2/s©o2°P -(2J) 38.7
'<'1 30.2
V 2 -4.2/ 2 v' ft /sec 510
%  /°p .00102
k-Ox q  ft2/sec2°F-(o; i5;7
(2.) + (3) 54.4
~ 4 0  + 4 (4)- .845
C'+-ffl ft/°p CS) 3.83
^  lb/sec .025
^ ft/sec 22.6
^ hp lb/°F .0035
VA  £*p. °jp/f t - ( 6) .316
n = GO x (s) X. 2
The dotcrmination of the outlet relative velocity factor from 
the momentum measiiroment«
The momentum of the fluid at any section may be
written
h  = +- 3
= 5 v'[' + a^-'3
Substituting B ( I t c/u ) for X  and
rearranging the terms,
Vc^Bl< - [m - ^ [n-<gc-if k + ^Bc(i-^eo
In the following table the calculation Is given for 
test 1. In tests having a critical outlet condition the 
measured momentum must be corrected for free pressure drop.
Table A2.13.
Test No 1
Tc °F 210*5
To 212 '
^9 'lo-sec4 r *000776
& ft/S<2C. 4*51
Ik *0035
a *029
T& lb
-4
1, 01 bxl 0
Mo llo .0306
C 47*8
m i .
1o
L
1 a *-j o o
i + i b e 0 0 O b O
rif lb
-4
222x10
f ScO -<0 lb
-4
1622x10
The equation in k for the outlet condition is
therefore
i • o 1 S' k* —  2 2 2 k + i & n  - O'
cmol k = ~7‘ 6 or *211 for the given momentum value. 
The relevant value is obviously 7.6.
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, iA i\ Ph. i"-i*' A 1  1
r r~
r
j
f-
i
*c*r M ' ' i f
—< r - ■*=?g Vr 5H
L
L
r
L
r
1 .
L
— 4
4S 40 3f > 3 0
D 1 s f a  r\c-e f  r o w
^ ^ et~p|ofej
(v\om<z.r\turvi
0 * 1 1  $ 5 "  1 r*c  k e  *»
l^-. i
&
\oS* Vo

U-
Q-
Q_
V *  ! i__J_ 
* 0-6
Wi
2 0 7
A P i-'EITDIX 3_»__
prediction of temperature distribution in the 
evaporating flow of water, given; mass flow, pipe diameter 
and initial condition.
The required equations are:
k i h i
+ - dk-f  ^  =  o  (7)
= I + a(Tt-Tp do)n
where •h = 1.2 when T~ = T0
(t
(i)
S ^  =  - A S p - ^ Q - ^ S V ,  +(k-i)vv^  +• c ^ k V , )
V, = B ( i + C/ Q
%v{- B/ h ( u s c - c s u )  Os)
g(|<v,)= 6  ( €c +  Sk) ^
Soc = SF~ ( l 6 '
_’r_  C T  30
"r° T=To
M#)ST
A sample calculation is given in the following
pages, the data referring to test 5.
This was done as indicated InAppendix 2, the graph 
of l teT being shown in graph A3.1. A knowledge of the 
temperature distribution was presumed in assessing the external 
heat exchange.
Determination of k and Sk.
* For a given mass flow per unit area, and initial
condition, equation (7) enables the calculation of k and S k 
as functions of temperature. The value of * k ! is relatively 
independent of Sk , this being of convenience to the solution 
of the equation. By calculating k  at adjacent stages for 
guessed values of S k  , a sufficiently exact estimation of Sk 
may be directly obtained.
Table A3.1 shows the caluulation for test 5, at the 
selected temperatures of 219.5°F. The arithmetic is carried 
through for the guessed Sk value of 0.2, and repeated for the 
corrected value of 0.11. As can be seen, the resulting 
alteration in k is negligible.
Graph A3.2 shows the solution obtained by plotting
-  "  O S ’t' + ((fg[hh)v(k-p^
against — Sp.
Repeating Table A3.1 for various temperatures the 
graph of K to a base o f T  , given in graph 18 was obtained. 
From the equation,
1 0 ^
\ /  vans c a t  c i l i a  to:
$ o n a t i o n :  ~~
or "YC 
Test T'To. 5. w/k
a n c i .  ' x i - C ’ a a
kJ Y “ 5 - Y ; i t i I
T  r- Z
!66 15s/ft2in. \  = 235°F. I = ‘->1 O0]?*0 a~/_L r_.- x  i
T a,6 u e  A 3 -1 D = 1285“.
T °p1 xl # 219.5
.. '.. T  ...'
1
11 1.12
!
I
°L .0153
ii1
6<l /“F .00101
iI
|
C 21.65
j
&C /°F 1.838
i ! !
i i 1
j ;
frt/o 25.37
j t ' 
i >
^ V i b .01676
|
-&H, .366
! i 1| i I
k 4.6 5 5.4
j  ,  '
4,6 5 ! 5,4
Sk > F 0.2 0.2 0.2 .11 ! .ii : oil
1
-€.p °F 47.6
1, 1 1 ' ! .. “'!* .... i! 1 i
|  i  |
■ i
.  _  . . . . .  i  '
H ' - e  '
i
10.9
- k ™ «  " Y 50.0 54.4 58,9 \ |
Sk +• Sc 2.038 2.038 2,038 1.948 | 1.948 ! 1.948 i
!< 1 h 1 3.14 3 • 40 3.82
| — ■ ■-)•-
i '
HUk+^cX^-i ) (a) .195 .211 .237
i j ! 
.186 | .201 i .226 !
ii
! : !
! i
‘ +-7k ■5,7 0,00 5.01 !
11 13.2 16,2
| | 
■'
(1 t k)[n(M ~ 7 fl<- ^  %  (b! .163 . 072 .083 ......  _
’ - ~ r ..... ]
J I
230.
(a )  f (b ) » O o .320 ,249 •873 •309
1 1 !
. . _ 1 ... _] ....
^'-V/i3
~4
2«§4:10
1-"4“ 
2.5&10 2.57
1
i
1 -l- k/c 1,212 1.231 1.249
0 0 '
4
7,1x10
4
7.1x10 7.1 . . .
CO 22.1 22.3 22.8 22.1 22.3 22.8
c[a 4- bj Z 5.71 6.32 7.28 5.5 6,1 7.05
y -  'z . % \ * 44.29 48.1 51.6 44.5 48.3 51.8
ma
Deter’-iination of ( W/^T ) i imct:ion oi reranorature
The required equations are (4), (18), (7c), and are 
all incorporated in Table A3*2,
(^ *Vgr)is. shown to a base of temperature in graph
A 3 * 3 .
Table A3*2, 
Equations:
w
sv,
§(kV,)
O K ' i ) V i +-
( k ?>C -  c Sk)
6  ( Sc +- Sk).
0)
(18')
(je).
Test No. 5* w^  = .000745 lbs sec/ft. lc = 255°F.
X =  212°F.
T  op-. 235 229.5 225.5 219.5 215.5
1 0 .0052 00924 .0153 .01935
1-1 . .9948 .99076- .9847 .98065 1
S q .  /% .00101 .00101 .00101 .00101
c 6.1 11.63 21.65 29.59 .
Sc /°f 1.183 1.489 1. fci 5 8 2.107
& 4.46 4.44 4.405
i
4.383
k 4 4.28 4.9 5.4
Sk / V .10 .10 .11 .13 ;
6/p . 279 . 242 • 18 o . 1 ol
kSc 4.74 6,56 9.0 11.4 |
cgk . ol
--------1
-L . 1 0 a. o 8 O « c.> o
212.
k Sc - c SK
sv, fVsec°f- !
*4: e -i-
1 . 1 5
O « 2-^ b/ 3.1 o 0 2./ / « uO
1 .26 11 o 21 ; 1 . 1 6
1
v,
1 ! j
1 1 . 2  1 6 . 4 6  2 3 . 8 6  2 8 . 3 8
__________1_________
S>c +- S k | 1 . 2 8 5 1 . 5 8 9  1 1 . 9 4 8  ; 2 . 2 3 7
« ( k v . )  | 5 . 7 2 7 . 0 4  8 . 5 6  9 . 8
|
qft(kv,) ^ neglig­ible . 0 2 9 8 . 0 6 5 0  1 . 1 3 1 . 1 9 0
(k~i)V| (jo)
neglig­
ible • 0 3 4 0 . 0 5 4 6  . 0 9 4 . 1 2 6
(c)
1 * 3 1 . 1 4 0 1 . 2 1 9  1 . 1 9 0  1 . 1 3 8
Of  b K 1 . 2 0 3 8 1 . 3 6 8 6  1 . 4 1 5  1 . 4 5 4
(^ci-f-b+c) l^ op . 0 0 0 9 7 . 0 0 0 8 9 5 . 0 0 1 0 1 5  . 0 0 1 0 3 5 !. 0 0 1 0 8 2
i
~/\£>p /^°F 0 0 5 3 0 . 0 0 5 0 0 . 0 0 4 6 9 . 0 0 4 2 8 . 0 0 4 0 1
(SPw/sr) *V«p 0 0 4 3 0 0 4 1 0 0 3 6 7 0 0 5 2 2 0 0 2 9 3
i'hc Detormination of and prediction of th<
jneeratore 01cundugion curv
2 r] 3A> 4- i
The equations required for this purpose are:
. Sf„ 8 3 ^
S t
J T
3C
S3 A trDvA
The calculation of is carried throup:h for
d d
test 5 in Table A3.3 and the result plotted to a base of 
temperature in graph A3,4.
The numerical integration (21) is given in Table 
A3.4. Graph 22 compares the predicted curve with measured 
temperatures.
Table A3.3.
Sfw S 3 d;
Equation: 
Test No. 5.
ST ST ATTDV,* (16)
T °F 234 230 226 222 218 214
V,
! 5.7 10.7 15.8 20.8 25. 5 __50 . ..
RfcKIO3 21.4 39.4 56.6 73.5 88.5 102
A .028 10245 .0231 0223 0217 0210
Vf 32.5 115 250 433 650 900
01688 01884 01682 01679 01676 01673
V av,1 .01855 .00598 .00291 .00174 .00119 .000834
VlTD 76 60 | |
X'VST Ityof .00425 .004 .00372 • 0 0 03 4^ CO .00316
'
00288
Sx4 t fr/°f .605 .184 .083 .0455
... - -------
. 0288 .0195
8x/sr /^Of 7,26 2,20 . 998 .544 »546 • 254

orm
4 0
c Tq
on
mm
m s M
The relationship between fluid temperature and 
tube metal temperature.
Figure A4.1, shows an element of tube carrying an 
evaporating fluid. Heat is supplied by the fluid to the 
inside wall of the tube and is lost at the outer surface by 
convection and radiation. Further, since the tube metal 
temperature changes along its length there is an axial flow 
of heat where magnitude also varies with length.
Since the heat quantities involved are relatively
small, as will be shown, and the' conductivity of copper very
high, it will be reasonable to assume that the tube metal 
temperature is constant across any normal section.
Using the nomenclature of Figure A4.1, the steady
state heat equation applied to the metal element is •
U . A * ,  j g S *  4- S Q f -  SQ, -  o  ( a + - i \
The effects of environmental heat loss and axial 
hear flow on the fluid-tube metal temperature relationship 
will be dealt v/ith separately. This is possible owing to 
the linear relationship between heat flow and temperature 
difference.
1. Temperature effects resulting from heat loss to the
environment.
.$*)
fiaune. M l
m'.•‘ho film conductance between the fluid and the tube 
by huscello 1 formula is
h p =  • 0 2 ? s  ^  ( R f P C i ? ) 0 11 e>r.v/-^ ,SKof (A4.2)
where = fluid conductivity BTU/ft^sec0®1.
= internal tube diameter, ft.
The radial", conductance of the tube metal referred 
to the outer surface area is,
where h, = metal conductivity
ct = external tube diameter, ft.
The conductance at the tube-environment interface is
influenced by convection and radiation. The convective
conductance is, . „
Q> f  onT
h = ' ag xio (m-U) 8-770/^2.sef.°f d4-4)
~Edo
The radiant conductance is:
h R  =  ^  ( t I - X O _ _ _ _  g .'r .0 ./g +2:s.ec.°F ( A 4 - 5 )
~ Te -12
where, . d> = Stefan - Boltzmann constant = .483 x 10 BTU/ft^sec
5 = a factor dependent on the emmiHsivity of the tube
surface.
I* = the configuration factor.
A typical set of conditions relative to the water.tests 
are as follows:
E h  .1285"; Q  = .198"; V, = 7ft/sec; X, = 230°F; X  = 60°F.
(The velocity of the liquid phase in a typical e xpansion in­
creases from about 7 ft/sec. to about 30 ft/sec,).
Substituting these values in the foregoing equations
3 2 2.
GI concave c
\  = 0.65 BTU/ft2sec°F
hM = 15 BTU/f t2 s e c °F•
hc = 0 0007 BTU/ft2soc0F. 
h* = ;000044 BTU/f12sec°P«
Thus the ratio of conductances fluid-to-tube and
tube-to-environment is 880 under these conditions and for an
o
average overall temperature drop of 170 P. the outer surface 
of the tube is approximately 0.2°F. below fluid temperature 
due to heat loss to the atmosphere. At the higher velocities 
this 'figure is even less.
2» Temperature effects resulting from the axial hear flow.
The heat supplied by the fluid t@ compensate for 
change in the magnitude of axial heat flow over an elementary 
length S x  , is given by
( A4-7 ) applied to the water tests is approximately given by *
The temperature drop from the fluid to the tube
associated with this heat flow is :
Q
) is calculated in F/in units,
oF (A4-'P>
’1 1 3 .
aranli .A 4.1 shuns cl '^/J to a base of tube 
distance f o r  toot 1, whilst the f ollov/inr; table indicates the 
magnitude of the temperature effect due to axial heat flow, 
showing it to be negligibly small.
Test 1. \  = 24-0.5°F l0 = 212°F.
Distance from 
tube outlet - 
inches.
• 10 2 l o
 
« 
■ CJl
ohi
. 
\ o
too .0 7 .1 0

2 2 S.
AlhdUNDIX 5.
Calculation of Critical Outlet Chart for hater.
In the text, the criterion for critical outlet con­
dition is given as that stage in the expansion at vdiich the 
roots of equation (7) just become imaginary; that is, at the 
stage where the two positive roots in k  are co-incident.
It is more convenient, in constructing a chart, to 
find the critical outlet condition and quality, thereby specify­
ing all the thermodynamic quantities, and to calculate the mass 
flow corresponding to the critical condition. For any arbitary 
value of k  there are two possible values of ( ^  ), the
required value being that at which these are coincident. This 
is equivalent to the statement that the critical mass flow for 
a given outlet condition must satisfy the equation;
4 r c h  -  °  W -  ')■
By fixing outlet temperature or pressure, and mixture quality,
the unknown quantities in equation (7) reduce to ^  , k , "kit
S> i
, and if the last can be determined the critical mass flow 
can be found by calculating ^  for a few selected values of k  # 
Since the exact determination of &k makes the 
arithmetical work very unwieldy, the following approximation 
was adonted. & k  = ^ —
<0 - k
C Ithis being based on a number of calculations for over the
required, range.
how, Sk occurs in equation (~7 ) in the factor
( I f S U/Sc), and for water in the range considered has a
2 2  G .
value aiiich varies from about 0.1 to about 0,2. As a 
consequence, the rather inexact approximation quoted above for 
Sk , is sufficiently accurate in terms of the factor ( I d ^ ^/gc 
The above procedure enables the construction of a 
chart in which the variable are Vi/A, 'o and Cp . 'this nay bo 
readily transformed to one in which the variable are > k and 
T 0 as given in Figure 19, or ^  , pc and |0 as given in Figure 
20. *
Although the chart refers to adiabatic expansion, 
small amounts of heat exchange with the environment may be con­
veniently taken into account by calculating a fictitious initial 
condition giving the same outlet quality as the actual expansion. 
This procedure assumes that at outlet remains unaltered
which must in most cases be nearly so, since the change of 
temperature with tube distance is at its greatest value at the 
pipe outlet. The applicability of the theory to expansions 
involving high rates of heat exchange has not yet received 
experimental investigation.
H  7.
APPEbDlA. 6«
To sliow that there are two and only two values of 
relative velocity factor which satisfy the conditions of 
evaporating flow with relative velocity.
Expanding equation (7) and putting
|S i n =  1 .
(making D = 1 slightly simplified the working and in no way 
affects the validity of the conclusions.) '
The following expression is obtained.
( ^ 1 /c )  i t  -I- +  fi/c ]  W
+  [ :rs H h < ir 1. +- ( A 1- h )  +  ( c + k
+■ ( l  -  (!> -  k  +  c  -  O  ( A S - ( )
It m y  be found by inspection that the signs of 
coefficients are:
k+ positive,
£ positive (provided 0 ^ 1 )
k Positive or negative,
li positive or negative,
k° positive,
In the bi-quadratic equation (A6.1) there must be
either two changes in sign or none. By Descartes1 rule of 
signs it follows that there must be two positive real roots of 
the equation or none.
The number of variations in s ign of f ( —  [<; )
is either two 03? four, indicating that there may be four, 
two or no real negative roots.
In physical terms this means that there are two 
and only two values of k  or alternatively no values of K  
which satisfy the conditions of evaporating flow In pipes.
n9.
APPENDIX 7c
To show that there is an instantaneous change in 
the rate of pressure and temperature change with distance 
at the commencement of evaporation.
The liquid velocity at any stage in the flow may 
he written as,
v, «=&(■> + c/k)
=  a [ < M H  +
Assuming that \\ has a fixed value near to the section at 
which evaporation commences, and differentiating,
elV, =■ ^  [0 " < j)  olvr, - v r , ^  +  o^ cAa^
At the commencement of evaporation = O , and noting that 
^ and- doj , are negligibly small terms relative to Vx , and
dv H • s PP
Since there is a fluid acceleration at the instant 
of evaporation there must be an instantaneous change in the 
slope of the pressure distribution curve, and since tempera­
ture is a continuous function of pressure there must also be 
a change of slope of the temperature curve.
The Calculations of a Critical Outlet Chart for Freon 12.
In this Appendix a brief outline is given of the 
method adopted in constructing a chart, shown in Figure 50, 
which relates initial evaporation temperature, critical outlet 
temperature and critical mass flow per unit area for the 
adiabatic flow of evaporating freon 12 in horizontal tubes.
The flow form is assumed to be of the frothing type.
The basic eo^uation expressing the critical outlet 
relationships is :
( A - ’ - U g U  U
It is convenient to express clc^ ; pn terms of
and for a given temperature and accordingly, as a
first step, a chart was made relating I , Q , and ^  at the
*-o A
critical' condition.
\r =  o - o o r  -i- j g
clv/p - (i- - U, + Cl o((rx +. o; cyic^
With the exception of o\n the above variables 
may be calculated directly from the tables.
Calculations of o l q  
----------------------------------------------------------------  L0
pf = +  C p  - 0,)
d p  = cl pi, +■ c^dCp*--#,) -h (ft.-#,) d —  O
for a constant entropy change.
Eence,
131
The above equations were used to calculate the 
critical mass flow ror outlet qualities of U.l, 0.2, 0.3 and 
0.4, at outlet temperatures of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50°F•, the 
resulting chart being shown in Figure 31.
I.1 his latter chart was converted to tho more convenient 
form shown in Figure 5u, by means of a third chart relating 
\ ,  lQ , andCj^ .
In calculating the conversion chart relating T  , ,
Q , the approximate equation
q %  + %,
1  "  I
was used. The error involved in this approximation is 
dependent on the mass flow as shown in Figure 32, and a formula 
for a maximum limit of error is given in Appendix 1.
232.
APlhhiDIX 9.
The calculation of friction factors for evaporating 
freon 12 flowing in small bore tubes.
The equations required ares-
A== T u d s , (A s '°
u  =  c r  +  c g o \  -  U-,) (f\
V = (10s)
q  =  (11)
-&FW -  A g p  - Wgv = O O h
A sample calculation is provided In the following
pages, for test number 16. The experimental data for this test 
are given in graph 26. Thermodynamic data for freon 12 were 
obtained from the tables compiled by Buffington and G-ilkey.
The calculation of mixture quality.
It is necessary to consider first the effects of heat 
exchange between the freon and the environment on mixture 
quality. The capillary tube, of 0.'12n outside diameter, is 
housed in a copper pipe of 2§u diameter, the pipe being filled
with dehydrated nitrogen under a slight pressire. The heat
loss from the fluid, due to convection, radiation and conduction 
under these conditions is given for Test 1, by,
£Q =  IxlohTp-TfT + 7<i<f (Tf-Te) + 8 < i o * ( t *T?) A U
Ih-fr.sec,
ah or o   ?
'I't'S.
oat loss In BTIJ per ft. length pipe per ID. of fluid.
IF = Fluid temperature °F.
Te. = Environmental temperature °F.
The influence of this heat exchange on mixture 
quality is small being, less than 1% over the greater range of 
expansion and reducing to about O.lfo at the outlet. The 
overall accuracy of the experiments is expected to be about ±5% 
and the accuracy of the freon tables, whilst not known definitely 
is probably not as good as +2%* It was accordingly considered 
that the effects of heat exchange on mixture quality might be 
neglected.
Graph A9.1 shows quality and percentage error due to 
neglect of heat exchange to a base of temperature.
The determination of rate of change of tube distance with 
fluid temperature.
The procedure adopted is described In Appendix 2. 
Quantities which increase as expansion procedes are made to have 
a positive rate of change. Graph A9.2 shows the curve of 
to a base of temperature.
The calculation of velocity and acceleration as functions of 
temperature.
Table A9.1 and graph A9.3 give calculations and curves 
for fluid velocity and acceleration with respect to temperature.
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Equations: <j- ~ +. (\JX - u*, ") (A Q>.l)
v ^ . o°)
Tost Ho, 16.
(%) —  4 0 0  V f c \ sec
T
T P'Mb
1 q (Ol-or,') 
& J/,k P^ /Uo
\T
^ / W o
V
S^ec
A V %v%r
° F
80 .412 .0177 .0077B .0123 ..02008 9.04
78 .486 .025 .01065 .0123 .02295 10.30 1.26 .63 79
70 .481 .055 *.0264 .0121 .0385 17.52
68 .496 .062 .0308 .0121 .0429 19.30 1.98 .99 69
60 .563 .090 . 0507 .0119 .0626 28.20
58 .581 .0965 .0561 .0119 .0680 50 .60 2.40 1.20 59
-
50 .661 .123 ..0814 .0117 .0931 41.9
48 • 683 -.130 .0887 .0117 .1004 4-5.2 3.3 1.65 49
40 . 780 .153 .1192 .0116 .1308 58.7
38 .807 .159 .1285 .0116 .1401 63.1 4.4 2.2 39
30 .927 .183 .1698 .0115 .1813 81.6
28 .961 .1885 .1815 .0115 .1930 87.0 5.4 2.7 29
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T h e  Calculation of friction hactors.
In Table A9.2, the calculation of friction factors 
is carried through for test 16. The results are plotted aloig 
with those for other tests in graph 41.
Table A9.2.
Equations:
ST
A
Test No. 16.
V  
A
A &
ST
h  w  S O  S T
W.sv 
<3 u
Q h  
( a  9 '
= 4 ^ 0  ik/T-,
\ < t c
D  - • C>6 o //
T
W h ST A Sp sv SFl/. V A
°F V ft1. 2°F Vb°F 3“ a c m Ho/^r ^/10F P/sec
79 -2 416 .00814 1.25 .000342 .00780 .726 10.0 .0390
69 386 .00728 1.80 .000494 .00679 .379 18.3 .0365
59 333 ,00651 2.45 .000672 .00584 .204 29.6
oL
O
lOo•
49 294 ,00575 3,30 .000905 .00484 .118 43.5 .0340
39 259 ,00507 4.30 .001180 .00389 ,0716 61.2 .0322
29 226 .00442 5.40 .001480 .00294 ,0417 84.2 .0302
-rf
- m T T O f f i
f t drBJ  f.C
c|>f{cqti9h
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